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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Tennis Alliance (TA) of Anne Arundel County (a locally based non-profit association) is proposing the
development of a new community tennis facility for Anne Arundel County. The County has preliminarily
identified Millersville Park as a possible site for the proposed Tennis Center at Millersville Park (TCM) facility.
TCM is envisioned as a new public indoor/outdoor tennis facility that would operate as a self-sustaining, not-
for-profit business located on property leased from the County. TCM’s key components would initially
include: 8 indoor hard courts; 12 outdoor lighted courts (8 hard and 4 clay; including junior courts); and
supporting amenities including locker room facilities and administrative offices.

An additional four (4) outdoor hard courts and two (2) outdoor multipurpose courts (pop tennis and age 10
and under tennis) are under consideration, however, they are not part of this study. At the time of
publication, the funding of any additional courts was still a topic of discussion between Anne Arundel County
and The Tennis Alliance.

TA completed research and analysis to develop its Draft Business Plan (January 2015) for the project. Anne
Arundel County engaged URS to review the TA Business Plan and analyze TCM’s future financial feasibility.
Based on that analysis, URS has updated and, where necessary, performed supplemental analysis to further
develop the TCM concept and strengthen its Business Plan. This Business Plan Update represents a modified
version of the TA Business Plan. The revised TCM alternative used in URS’s business case analysis for the
project is identified as the URS Base Case Scenario.

URS’s market and revenue analysis conservatively projects that, under its conservative Base Scenario’s
assumptions, the TCM facility will generate $1.204 million annually in total court and non-court revenues.
TCM’s future annual operating costs are projected to average approximately $1.048 million. As a result, the
facility’s future operations are expected to be profitable with approximately $156,000 in annual net
revenues (i.e. earnings before interest, taxes and amortization or EBITA). As a result, TCM’s future
operations should be financially sustainable since its revenues are expected to fully cover its operating costs.

However, while its operations can be expected to be profitable, TCM’s debt capacity (i.e., its ability to repay
any initial construction costs) will be limited by its EBITA. URS projects that, depending on its ability to
secure loan funding, the TCM could likely repay between at most $1.6 million in commercial loans or $1.9
million of bond funding. TCM’s total development cost (i.e. design, construction and $0.5 million of initial
operating funds) is estimated to be $8.0 million. Consequently, TA will need to raise at least $6.1 to $6.4
million in donations, grant funding and/or Anne Arundel County’s contributions for TCM’s successful
development and subsequent operation. If this initial funding is obtained, TCM future operation’s long-term
financial sustainability should be ensured given proper management and continued local tennis user demand
and support.

URS recommends development of the TCM as a financially sustainable long-term solution for meeting
Anne Arundel County residents’ and workers’ currently underserved and unmet indoor tennis demand.
TCM can be a viable and adequately profitable recreational operation provided adequate capital funding is
raised to limit, and if possible minimize, its future loan repayment burden. Given sufficient initial capital
funding and development support, TCM’s future management will be able to focus its operational decisions to
provide affordable and high quality opportunities for tennis play that fully meet the Anne Arundel County
tennis community’s current and future recreational demands.

The business plan analyses’ key components and findings are discussed and summarized in more detail below.
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Market Analysis
A market analysis was performed to evaluate: (1) primary market/service/catchment area; (2)
competing tennis facilities; (3) user demand (both existing and underserved/latent); and (4) facility and
amenity needs. The market analysis was used to identify the TCM’s key market base, set court rental
rates, determine court use allocations, and project its court occupancy and future revenue potential.

TCM Market Area and Existing Supply

TCM’s primary market area was determined to consist of a 20-minute driving time that approximates to
a 10-mile radius. Its secondary market area is expected to extend up to a 40-minute travel time.
Currently only one dedicated indoor court is available for public use in Anne Arundel County. Within
TCM’s primary market area there are only 16 public and private indoor courts available to the area’s
487,000 residents. Based on the USTA metrics, TCM’s primary service area population should be able to
support up to 32 additional indoor courts.

User Demand

Regional tennis demand was assessed based on both national participation rates market area’s
demographic and economic profile. The demand analysis identified a substantial customer base of
existing local tennis players underserved by the existing facilities. Furthermore, many players could
increase their play if there is greater and more convenient court availability and programming. There
also appears to be substantial latent demand. TCM’s primary user groups are projected to be:

 League play is considered a primary user group for TCM as these users currently struggle to find
indoor court time in Anne Arundel County.

 Instruction (group and private) is an important component of most tennis facilities operations
and has the highest per hour revenue potential of the primary user groups

 Programmed use offers facility managers the most flexibility and arguably the best opportunity
for new customer growth and consequently increasing overall long-term facility use.

 Contract/Reserved court use can provide a predictable revenue stream but is generally not the
most profitable court use.

Revenue Projections
TCM’s primary revenue source will be from court rental fees either charged directly (e.g., for league or
contract play) or indirectly (e.g., as part of their instruction or program fee). TCM will also obtain a
portion of each instruction class and program participant’s fees.

Court Rates and Use Allocation

TCM’s court rental rates, court use allocation and resulting court use by its primary user groups will be
central to its revenue generation. Rate analysis suggested that the region’s current market rate for peak
period court rentals is $35 per hour. Consequently, URS conservatively adopted $32 per hour (peak) and
$22 per hour (non-peak) base court rental rate for all user groups.
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Table A shows URS’s proposed court use allocation on a weekly basis which were partly based on TA’s
original projections. Contract and reserved court time is scheduled for approximately 40 percent of the
available court time which is in-line with industry averages. League play is set above industry averages
at 30 percent. Instruction and program use were both set at 15 percent of total court time.

Table A: Weekly Court Use Allocation – URS Base Case Scenario

Use Weekly Court Time Allocation (Court Hours)

Type Peak
% of
court
time

Non-Peak
% of
court
time

Total
% of
court
time

Leagues 109 24% 149 33% 258 29%

Instruction 114.5 26% 21.5 5% 136 15%

Program 114.5 26% 21.5 5% 136 15%

Contract/Reserved 110 25% 256 57% 366 41%

Total Hours per Week 448 100% 448 100% 896 100%

Note: Totals may not sum exactly due to rounding.

Occupancy and Sales Revenue Projections

High rates of court occupancy is the goal of all facility operators and many local operators reported
court use rates of 80 to 90 percent. Consequently, URS has assumed lower occupancy rates to
conservatively represent future TCM’s performance. Tables B and C shows the occupancy rate and
revenue projections by primary user groups for TCM. Overall, TCM’s is projected to have an overall court
use rate of approximately 81 percent.

Table B: Projected Regular Season Weekly Court Use and Revenues – URS Base Case Scenario

Use Type

Allocated Use

(in hours)
Occupancy

Projected Use

(in hours)
Court Use Revenues

Leagues 258 90% 224 $6,089

Instruction 137 80% 109 $3,310

Program 137 80% 109 $3,310

Contract/Reserved 366 60% 220 $5,491

Total 896 662 $18,200

Open Court Time 234 25% 60 $1,530

Unused Court Time 175
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Table B: Projected Regular Season Weekly Court Use and Revenues – URS Base Case Scenario

Use Type

Allocated Use

(in hours)
Occupancy

Projected Use

(in hours)
Court Use Revenues

Total Use 81% 722 $19,730

Table C: Projected Quarterly Court Use Revenues by Use Type – URS Base Case Scenario

Use Type Fall Winter Spring Summer Annual

Leagues $79,162 $79,162 $79,162 $7,898 $245,384

Instruction $43,025 $43,025 $43,025 $3,159 $132,234

Program $43,025 $43,025 $43,025 $36,621 $165,696

Contract/Reserved $71,386 $71,386 $71,386 $77,805 $291,963

Unused/Open $19,890 $19,890 $19,890 $32,072 $91,742

Total $256,487 $256,487 $256,487 $157,554 $927,016

Proposed annual membership rates of $180 (Individual) and $360 (Family) are assumed (which are lower
than most competing facilities). TCM is projected to earn $108,000 annually in membership fees based
on a conservative enrollment of 400 members split evenly between individuals and families.

Instructional and programmed use will generate TCM revenues from both supplemental fees and court
use fees. Classes are projected to average of five students at a price of $20 per hour of which TCM will
earn approximately $48.50 (including $32 peak court use fees) and $43.50 per hour (non-peak). TCM
annual instruction and program fees (i.e., net of court use fees) are projected to total $168,800.

Tournament and other special events can provide TCM valuable marketing benefits and promotional
opportunities but are not expected to be a significant revenue source. Similarly, no sales projections are
included for any pro-shop, café or fitness center operations in the Base Case scenario.

TCM’s total annual revenues from both its court use sales and non-court revenues are projected to
total $1.204 million under the URS Base Case Scenario.
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Cost Analysis
Table D summarizes TCM’s $8.0 million estimated total development cost (including 10 percent
contingency for construction). Construction of the TCM facility is estimated to cost $7.5 million. TCM
would also need $0.5 million in initial operating funds for cash flow needs. TCM’s total development cost
is projected to be approximately $8.0 million. TCM’s annual operating and maintenance cost will be
$1.05 million. Major non-labor costs will be utilities ($130,000), replacement expenses ($100,000) and
maintenance/janitorial services ($80,000).

Development Approach
TCM will be developed and operated under a public-private partnership with Anne Arundel County. The
private partner will provide the necessary experience and expertise to design, develop and cost-
effectively operate a high-quality tennis center. It will also enable pursuit of funding from grants,
private donors, corporate sponsorships and commercial lenders. TCM’s successful development requires
County support which at a minimum would include a no-cost long-term (20 or 30 year minimum) land
lease and some County built site infrastructure (e.g., utility, roadway or other site improvements).

Pro Forma Findings – URS Base Case Scenario
Table E provides the URS Base Case Scenario’s summary income pro forma that shows the TCM’s
expected total revenues, total costs, Earnings Before Interest Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)1 and net

1
EBITA or net revenue is total revenue minus its total operating and maintenance expenses (including depreciation).

Table D: Cost Analysis Summary

Category Cost

Development Costs

Construction Costs $6,535,000

Soft Costs $975,000

Operating Funds $500,000

Total $8,010,000

Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs

Labor $612,000

Facility and Operating Expenses $436,000

Total (a) $1,048,000

Note: (a) Excludes the debt service cost determined by TCM’s EBITA.
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income2 after its loan repayment expenses are netted out. TCM is projected to generate annual net
revenues (EBITA) of approximately $156,000 under the URS Base Scenario’s assumptions. TCM’s
projected positive net revenues from its operations suggests that once established, the facility can
more than cover its expected future operating costs.

TCM’s debt capacity (i.e., its ability to repay its initial construction cost) will be limited by its EBITA. It
is expected that a major portion of TCM facility development cost would be funded with a combination
of private donations, grant funding and an initial capital contribution by Anne Arundel County. As shown
in Table E, based on an estimated $156,000 annual debt service capacity, TCM could support and pay
down a 20-year bond (at a 3 percent real interest rate) to fund approximately $1.9 million (23.8
percent) of its $8.0 million construction cost. TCM could borrow a maximum of $1.6 million if costlier
commercial loan funding is necessary. Consequently, TA will need to raise a minimum of between
$6.1 and $6.4 million from donations, grant funding and/or Anne Arundel County’s contribution for
TCM’s development.

Funding Strategy
TCM’s projected net revenue earnings cannot support the debt service for its full development cost. As a
result, TCM’s construction will require a combination of funding including grants, private donations,
bonds, and commercial loans. If it is operated on a non-profit basis, TCM will have a minimal tax costs
and no operator profit requirements. Table G presents a potential funding approach for TCM under the
three URS TCM operating scenarios based on their EBITAs projected and shown in Table F.

The alternative revenue scenarios suggest that TCM’s future debt capacity could vary significantly. Net
revenue growth of $100,000 annually would enable additional bond debt funding capacity of $1.2
million. In addition, preliminary analysis of TCM staff instructors could provide an opportunity to
increase TCM’s net revenues even under the Base Case Scenario.

Possible Funding Alternative – Increased County Investment

To reduce the cash and debt requirements of the Tennis Alliance the County could construct the outdoor
courts and all site improvements. This would decrease TA’s total development funding need (i.e., for
construction and start-up costs) to approximately $6.123 million as a result of Anne Arundel County’s
approximate contribution of $1.887 million towards TCM future development. This corresponds to an
additional $887,000 in funding from that assumed under the funding strategies shown in Table G.

This would reduce TA’s projected TCM’s development funding gap under the URS Base Case Scenario
from $1.74 million to $1.06 million – nearly a 40 percent decrease. TA’s contribution would also be
reduced slightly by approximately $207,000.

Nonetheless, based on its maximum debt funding potential, a net funding shortfall of $1.1 million would
remain that will require additional private donations or capital grants.

2
Net income is net revenue minus its debt expense. All net revenue will be used for debt repayment.
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Table E: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS Base Use Scenario

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $695,262 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016

Supplemental Revenue (c) $207,595 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793

Total Revenues $902,857 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA (Net Revenues) ($144,943) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Net Income

Net Income (e) ($300,952) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes: Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for instruction and program use but may include net revenues for membership dues.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses.
(e) All EBITA used for loan repayment. Consequently, for stabilized operations net income is zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $1,866,860

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $1,575,957
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Table F: Net Income Comparison – TA and URS Operating Scenario

Item TA – Tennis Ctr Rates URS - Base URS - Low URS - High

Revenue

Court Use $942,800 $927,000 $832,100 $1,099,200

Supplemental Revenue $264,500 $276,800 $232,000 $334,300

Program/Instruction $102,000 $168,800 $149,000 $199,300

Memberships $133,400 $108,000 $83,000 $135,000

Other $29,100 $0 $0 $0

Total Revenues $1,207,000 $1,204,000 $1,064,000 $1,434,000

Costs

Labor $442,800 $611,800 $611,800 $611,800

Operating Expenses $171,000 $436,000 $436,000 $436,000

Debt Service $324,000 $156,000 $16,238 $386,000

Total Costs $937,800 $1,204,000 $1,064,000 $1,434,000

Net Income $269,500 $0 $0 $0

Estimated Maximum Debt Capacity

20 Year Bond (3%) $1,867,000 $194,300 $4,616,000

20 Year Commercial Loan (5%) $1,576,000 $164,000 $3,897,000

Table G: Potential TCM Funding Sources - URS Operating Scenarios

URS - Base URS - Low URS- High

Item Amount Amount Amount

Total Funds Required $8,010,000 $8,010,000 $8,010,000

Potential Public + Private Contributions (a) $4,400,000 $4,400,000 $4,400,000

MD Bonds/Loan Requirement $3,610,000 $3,610,000 $3,610,000

Maximum Est. Bond Loan Amount (b) $1,867,000 $194,000 $4,616,000

Funding Shortfall / Bond Requirement $1,743,000 $3,416,000 ($1,006,000)

Note: (a) Includes assumed $1.0 million of Anne Arundel County funding for site improvements and $0.5 million MD Grant support.

(b) Maximum Estimated Loan Amount based on 20-year Tax Free Bond @ 3%.
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Table H shows the possible funding sources with the “Increased County Investment Alternative” under
the URS Base Case Scenario with a $1.775 million commercial loan. TCM’s total debt service requirement
would be expected to range from $217,350 to $256,500 per year. Under the URS Base Case Scenario this
cost would exceed TCM’s EBITA by between $61,350 to $100,500. Consequently, TCM would have to
raise additional net revenues to cover this debt expense for its operations to be financially
sustainable.

Table H: Potential TCM Funding Sources with Increased County Investment

Item Amount %

Tennis Alliance Equity $1,800,000 22.5%

In-kind Donors $500,000 6.2%

Partners $400,000 5.0%

MD Grants $500,000 6.2%

Local or State Bonds $1,148,000 14.3%

Commercial Loan (a) $1,775,000 22.2%

Total - TA $6,123,000 76.4%

Program Open Space $1,415,000 17.7%

Anne Arundel General Obligation Bonds $472,000 5.9%

Total - Anne Arundel County $1,887,000 23.6%

Total Funding for TCM Development $8,010,000 100%

Note: (a) Loan Amount based on TCM net revenues and 20-year Tax Free Bond funded @ 3% interest

The net revenue gap could potentially be closed by a variety of approaches:

 Effective management of TCM may be able to cost-effectively provide its instructional and
programming using in house staff to improve TCM’s profitability.

 Higher court occupancy rates could be achieved than those projected under the URS Base Case
Operating Scenario.

 Higher court fee rates could also increase TCM net revenues (provided court occupancy rates do
not decline as a result). A relatively limited 6 percent increased in court rates could generate
nearly $61,000 in revenues if occupancy rates remain at URS Base Case projected levels.

 Increased membership revenues (from enrollment growth and/or higher fees) or direct
fundraising outreach could be used to cover the revenue gap.

 Cost reductions could also be used to generate increased net revenues but are likely to be
unsustainable over the long-term as most will affect customer service or experience.
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I. Introduction

Development of a new community tennis facility has been proposed and promoted by the Tennis Alliance
of Anne Arundel County (a locally-based non-profit association). The proposed facility would be designed
and operated to serve Anne Arundel County residents. Anne Arundel County has preliminarily identified
Millersville Park as a possible site for the tennis facility.

For this document, the proposed facility is being referred to as the Tennis Center at Millersville Park
(TCM). TCM is envisioned as a new public indoor/outdoor tennis facility that would operate as a self-
sustaining, not-for-profit business located on property leased from Anne Arundel County.

It has been proposed that the TCM be developed using a public/private partnership (PPP) approach. At
the project’s preliminary stages of conceptual design and planning, there are no detailed partnership
terms and commitments. Nonetheless under any likely PPP arrangement, the private sector
developer/operator would be expected to secure some of the project’s capital funding and provide the
management expertise to ensure the facility’s operating success. At a minimum, Anne Arundel County
would provide a no cost long-term lease of the site. Publically funded construction of site development
and infrastructure are also expected to be key elements necessary the project’s successful
development.

The Tennis Alliance (TA) completed research and analysis to develop its Draft Business Plan (January
2015) for the project. Anne Arundel County has engaged URS to review and where necessary update and
incorporate supplemental analysis to further develop the TCM concept and strengthen its Business Plan.

URS’s Business Plan Update represents a modified version of the TA Business Plan. Although it is largely
based on TA’s development and operating plans, the modified plan includes specific changes
recommended by URS analysis.

URS’s Business Plan Update consists of the following components:

Section II – Proposed Facility: This provides an overview description of draft TCM concept and its
operations that is proposed and analyzed by the Business Plan Update.

Section III – Market Analysis: The market analysis for TCM evaluates the following key market
factors: (1) primary market/service/catchment area; (2) existing tennis facilities; (3) user demand
(both existing and underserved/latent); and (4) required facility amenities.

Section IV – Primary User Groups: Based on current user demand and TCM competitive market, this
section identifies and discusses the expected primary use types and customer base that would use
TCM.

Section V - Revenue Projections: This section projects TCM’s revenue potential. Based on the
market study findings, the revenue projection analysis estimates “market rate” court rental prices,
recommends facility use allocations and develops projections of the TCM’s court occupancy rates.
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Section VI – Cost Analysis: This section estimates TCM’s construction cost and annual operating and
maintenance for the facility. The key components of the TCM operating costs are discussed (e.g.,
labor, utilities, debt service).

Section VII – Development Strategy: This section briefly outlines potential opportunities for co-
operation and pursuit of innovative public-private partnership strategies for TCM development by
Anne Arundel County and a private developer/operator.

Section VIII – Marketing Strategy: This section discusses possible approaches for ensuring successful
public outreach and effective marketing of the TCM. Targeted promotion aimed at TCM primary user
groups will likely be an important component for its operational and financial success.

Section IX – Pro Forma Analysis: This section presents simple pro forma projections of TCM financial
performance given the URS modified facility configuration, revenue and cost estimates.

Section X – Funding Plan: This section identifies the major potential opportunities and mechanisms
for funding TCM construction cost that may be available to the private developer and/or Anne
Arundel County. The analysis provides preliminary suggestions funding sources that could be used to
develop the TCM.

The Business Plan Update identifies the source and basis of all key assumptions used in its assessment of
the TCM’s development and operational performance potential. In several cases, URS has incorporated
different rate, cost and performance factors from those TA used in its January 2015 Business Plan. In
most cases, URS has recommended: (1) assumptions that provide a more conservative assessment of the
TCM financial performance; and (2) TCM facility design and/or amenity modifications to reduce the
construction cost and/or enhance its operational cost-effectiveness.
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II. Proposed Facility

A. Facility Description

i. Location

The proposed Tennis Center at Millersville Park (TCM) is currently planned to be located at Millersville
Park. Millersville Park is a planned community park facility that will include outdoor multi-purpose
fields, indoor and outdoor tennis facilities, and other community recreation facilities that will evolve
during the master planning process, and will provide a central and accessible location for County
residents.

ii. Court Description and Amenities
TCM would enable Anne Arundel County residents to play tennis year round in a modern recreational
facility built to industry design standards. The facility will be designed to facilitate group and individual
instruction, league play, social events and accommodate tournament play with spectator viewing.

The following tennis court facilities are initially recommended for the TCM:

• 8 indoor hard courts;

• 12 outdoor lighted courts (8 hard and 4 clay; including junior courts)

Non-court components of TCM necessary for the facility operations would include:

• Restrooms and locker rooms;

• Tennis fitness and treatment area;

• Equipment storage; and

• Administrative offices; and

• Indoor/outdoor viewing and social areas; and

• Parking.

URS recommends that design decisions for other non-court amenities (e.g., pro-shop or café) should be
subject to project funding availability as well as the facility developer/operator and expected facility
user interest. However, these non-court facilities are not expected to represent potential major revenue
opportunities.
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B. Proposed Operations

i. Service Goals
The TCM is planned as a public tennis facility providing accessible and affordable year-round tennis
opportunities for Anne Arundel County residents of all ages (from preschoolers to seniors) and abilities.
The facility’s operations and programming are planned to meet the recreational needs of tennis players
at all skill levels from novice to expert and to provide suitable and attractive recreational opportunities
for all players.

While efforts will be made to attract a dedicated membership and regular user base from the local Anne
Arundel County residents to ensure the TCM facility’s financial security, the facility will be available for
use by casual players and non-County residents.

The TCM programming will facilitate players meeting players, and the TCM will serve as an
“organizational home” for all tennis in Anne Arundel County.

ii. Primary User Groups
Based on the current user interest and the existing tennis facilities available within Anne Arundel
County, primary user groups at TCM are projected to be:

 League play
 Instruction (group and private)
 Programmed use
 Contract/reserved court use

Section III - Market Analysis provides analysis and discussion on the projected user demand, competitive
context and characteristics/needs of the primary user groups expected to be important for TCM
operational success. Section IV provides a discussion of the primary user groups.

iii. Operations
The facility is expected to operate between 7am and 11pm on weekdays. Weekend operating hours may
be more limited depending on user demand.

The facility would be open to the general public and available for use by both Anne Arundel County
residents and non-residents. Affordable individual and family tennis center passes will be available that
would entitle members to benefits that such as court reservation privileges and special events.
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III. Market Analysis

A market analysis was performed to assess the TCM’s current and expected future market conditions.
Understanding its market is key for both selecting an appropriate facility design and determining TCM’s
services and operational approach. The TCM market analysis evaluated the following factors: (1) primary
market/service/catchment area; (2) competing tennis facilities; (3) user demand (both existing and
underserved/latent); and (4) facility and amenity needs.

The market analysis was used to identify the facility’s key market base, set court rental rates,
determine use allocations, and develop attainable and realistic projections of the TCM’s court
occupancy rates to estimate the facility’s future revenue potential.

A.TCM Market Area
Determining a market/service area is critical for estimating TCM’s use potential. The United States
Tennis Association (USTA) recommends that a tennis facility’s primary service area for is determined by
a six mile radius or 15-20 minute driving time. The International Health, Racquet & Sports Club
Association (IHRSA) generally recommends a more limited five miles or 10-12 minutes radius as the
primary service area for a health club in suburban markets. However, general health and fitness clubs
typically face greater competition and seek to provide more convenient and shorter recreational
opportunities. Consequently, they will typically serve a more limited market area.

Given TCM’s focus on providing year round availability of high quality tennis courts, for the purposes of
the Business Plan Update, a 20-minute driving time was used to determine TCM’s primary market area.
Based on the local geography this approximates to a 10-mile radius.

TCM can also expect to obtain some users from a secondary market area that will likely extend up to a
40-minute travel time. Potential users within the secondary market may choose to use the TCM if they
lack other adequate and available courts closer or TCM offers service and/or programming that
encourages them travel a greater distance.

B. Existing Supply
The availability of existing tennis courts will be a primary factor affecting TCM’s ability to attract
players. An oversupply of tennis courts will likely result in lower occupancy rates for TCM, while an
undersupply of facilities will indicate a market opportunity to serve both: (1) existing players (that
currently have to travel further to play or do not play as frequently as they would if offered better court
access); and (2) unmet demand from individuals who may be interested in tennis but currently do not
participate as a result of the lack of suitable facilities.

The following section evaluates the existing countywide inventory of tennis courts and more specifically
the supply within the TCM primary market area. The market analysis considers both public and non-
public facilities (e.g., private membership-only clubs), but is primarily focused on public use facilities.
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While private tennis clubs may service some of the local residents’ demand, the cost of membership
prevents many users from joining.

TCM primary service focus is providing indoor tennis recreation. While outdoor tennis courts offer an
alternative opportunity for tennis play when weather conditions permit, year round and reliable tennis
recreation and programs require access to indoor court facilities. Consequently, the market analysis
both evaluates the inventory of outdoor and indoor court facilities to recognize the potential for
reduced facility demand during the late spring to early fall season when outdoor courts offer
opportunities for use.

i. Public and Non-Commercial Facilities

1. Anne Arundel County
Indoor Courts

In comparison to its neighbors, Anne Arundel County has very few indoor tennis courts that are available
to the public (Table 1). Currently there is only one dedicated indoor court in Anne Arundel County available for
public use. The Greater Annapolis Family Center Y in Arnold is a public “membership” facility with two mixed-use
“indoor tennis and basketball courts.” However only one court is generally available for tennis use and the court is
regularly booked for lessons by independent tennis instructors or contract play. The facility has no capacity for
providing tennis programming.

Table 1: Indoor Courts Open to the Public

Montgomery County 47

Prince George’s County 33

Baltimore County 20

Howard County 17

Anne Arundel County 1

The ratio of residents to courts was also estimated for Anne Arundel County and the larger Baltimore
region. Even if the six courts at the Navy Brigade (discussed in the Commercial Facilities section) are
included as occasionally available for public use, the County has far more residents per indoor court
than neighboring counties (Table 2). Excluding the Navy Brigade courts, Anne Arundel County has one
public court for over 555,000 residents.
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Table 2: Ratio of Public Indoor Courts to County Residents

Howard County 1 court per 17,916 residents

Montgomery County 1 court per 21, 631 residents

Prince George’s County 1 court per 26,970 residents

Baltimore County 1 court per 41,152 residents

Anne Arundel County (includes Navy Brigade) 1 court per 79,291 residents

Anne Arundel County (excludes Navy Brigade) 1 court per 555,000 residents

As a general rule-of-thumb, the USTA estimates that one indoor court will generally support the tennis
recreation for 10,000 residents., There are 16 public and private indoor courts available to the 487,000
people living within a primary service area extending to approximately 20-minute or 10-mile travel
radius. Based on the USTA metric, 48 indoor courts could be supported by the area’s residential
population. Consequently, TCM’s primary service area population should be able to support 32 additional
indoor courts.

Outdoor Courts

There are currently 167 outdoor tennis courts at 49 schools or parks in Anne Arundel County that are
open for public use. Of these, only 59 courts are located in County parks, as the others are at schools or
universities and unavailable for use during school hours. Most of the outdoor tennis courts in the County
are grouped in small clusters, and as a result not well suited for programming or league play.
Furthermore, many of the outdoor courts are in a poor state of repair and, while possibly adequate for
casual play, they are generally unsuitable for league or instructional use.

Of the 167 outdoor tennis courts available to the public:

 65 percent of the courts are located at schools (108 of 167 courts) and are unavailable for
use during school hours.

 70 percent of locations have three or fewer courts (34 of 49 locations), and consequently are
unsuitable for most programming

 Of the 15 locations with four or more courts, only three are in County parks that can be used
during school hours. Together the three park locations offer a total of 22 courts (12 courts at
Truxton Park (City of Annapolis), four courts at Lake Waterford and six courts at Sawmill
Creek)

Three of the larger facilities have outdoor lighting and are capable of hosting a tournament or larger
league events but no programming is available at these facilities:

a) Annapolis High School (10 courts): Annapolis High School has 10 courts with lights, which
can be used for late evening/after-work play and programming. Six courts are permitted
to be reserved for programs (leagues, events, clinics) and four courts remain open for
walk-on play. Both the programmed courts and the walk-on courts are often filled during
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prime times. There is no access to the courts during school hours and limited access to
restrooms during open periods.

b) Truxton Park (12 courts in variable condition): Only four courts have lighting for evening
use. Restroom facilities are limited to one portable toilet.

c) Chesapeake Senior High School (8 lighted courts - currently inoperable): No access during
school hours.

Anne Arundel County recently lost its largest set of outdoor courts when Anne Arundel Community
College converted 13 tennis courts to other uses. The College currently has only two remaining outdoor
courts.

The 2013 Land Preservation, Parks and Recreation Plan (LPPRP) acknowledges the need for more and
better quality tennis courts. The Plan reports that the majority of existing tennis courts are in poor
condition and in small clusters and consequently they are unsuitable for league play, tournament play or
youth instruction (LPPRP 2013). Other relevant LPPRP findings include:

 With the estimated deficit of tennis facilities in Western Anne Arundel County and the greater
supply in the Eastern planning region, the Millersville site’s central location can serve all County
residents.

 Supply has been declining due to inventory decreases in recent years with the loss of three
major tennis facilities in the County (community college and two private clubs).

 Compilation of public comments in the LPPRP revealed the high demand for public tennis
facilities. Over a third of all public comments were tennis related with most of them reporting
poor condition of existing public facilities and supporting development of new facilities.

 A countywide tennis center is recommended as a high priority objective in Anne Arundel
County’s Capital Improvement Plan.

Overall, Anne Arundel County has an insufficient number of indoor tennis courts to meet the County’s
tennis community’s demand for year-round tennis play. There are also insufficient public indoor or
outdoor facilities with clusters of four or more courts suitable for league play or programming. This
market sector is severely underserved and as a result many local residents travel considerable distances
out the County to fulfill their recreational needs. Local players report frequently travelling to public and
private tennis centers in Prince George’s County, Howard County, Baltimore County, Montgomery
County, Northern Virginia and Washington, DC to play tennis year-round and for league play.

2. TCM Primary Market Area
Figure 1 shows all the indoor tennis facilities (including both public and non-public) located within TCM’s
primary market area.
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Figure 1: Tennis Centers Within Primary Market Area
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ii. Commercial Facilities
The market analysis of commercial tennis facilities is primarily focused on TCM’s potential competitors.
All commercial indoor tennis courts located within an estimated 20 minute travel distance (i.e., TCM’s
primarily market area) and up to 40 minute travel distance (i.e., the secondary market area) were
surveyed for the market analysis.

It is estimated that there are 151 outdoor courts in private membership based facilities in Anne Arundel
County. Since these courts are associated with commercial tennis, residential communities or other
sport facilities (e.g., golf clubs) they will generally be in good condition but are not available for public
use and therefore provide tennis play opportunities for only a small portion of the area’s population.

1. Within TCM Primary Market Area
There are 16 indoor courts currently operating within 20 minutes of the Millersville site.3 In addition to
the single public indoor court at the Greater Annapolis Family Center Y, indoor tennis courts are
available at three other locations within the TCM primary market area:

a) Chartwell Golf and Country Club (3 indoor courts) in Severna Park is a private membership
club that is not available for public use, and as such limited in tennis activity.

b) The Navy Brigade (6 indoor courts) in Annapolis is a private facility, but is open to the public
when not needed or used by members (although Navy or AP credentials are required). The
public rents courts at a higher fee than Brigade members and the public has a lower priority
in making advance reservations. The Naval Academy tennis teams reserve courts most winter
afternoons from 3pm to 6pm. The Brigade has limited public programming so that courts can
remain available for their membership and varsity tennis team practices and matches.

c) SportFit Bowie (6 indoor courts) in Prince George’s County is a private membership based
fitness, swim and tennis facility. Their court time is allocated as necessary to meet their
“memberships-sold” goals. Limited court time availability and inadequate programming.

Anne Arundel County’s inventory of commercial courts lost 14 indoor courts over the last several years.
The closure of the Severn Valley Tennis and Fitness Club in Gambrills resulted in the loss of 9 indoor
courts when its new owners (API) repurposed the facility for multi-sport use. Similarly, Greater
Annapolis Family Center Y’s subsequent purchase of the Big Vanilla facility resulted in a loss of 5 indoor
courts when it expanded its fitness and multi-use sports areas (one indoor court remains).

3
Travel time of 20 minutes of driving under normal traffic conditions.
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2. Within TCM Secondary Market Area
Figure 2 shows the major tennis facilities located within the larger multi-county region around Anne
Arundel County. There are an additional 12 tennis facilities and 77 indoor courts within 40 minutes of
the TCM4 located within the neighboring Counties of Montgomery, Howard, Prince George’s and
Baltimore. However, most of these facilities are located west of the TCM, while the Anne Arundel
County’s most heavily populated communities (such as Severna Park and Arnold) are located on the
market area’s eastern side.

Due to the lack of local facilities, Anne Arundel County residents frequently use the tennis facilities in
neighboring Counties. Most of these are private membership based facilities, and as such offer limited
opportunities for public use.

Of these, 36 indoor courts are located within 30 minutes of the TCM (which includes Anne Arundel and
neighboring counties). The following 4 facilities are located within 30 minutes from the TCM:

a) Tennis Center at College Park (12 indoor courts) in Prince George’s County is a private
membership based indoor-outdoor tennis, golf and fitness facility.

b) Watkins and Fairland Tennis Bubbles (11 indoor courts) in Prince George’s County are
Department of Parks and Recreation operated indoor tennis facilities. These courts are
available to the general public on a first come-first served basis.

c) Columbia Athletic Club and Owen Brown Bubble (9 indoor courts) in Howard County are
membership based indoor court facilities, only available to Columbia residents.

d) Forty West Racquet Club (4 indoor courts) in Baltimore is also a membership based indoor-
court facility.

Other notable facilities located more than 30 minutes from TCM include:

e) Orchard Indoor Tennis Club (4 indoor courts) in Baltimore County is a private membership
based indoor tennis facility.

f) Bare Hills Racquet and Fitness Club (6 indoor courts) in Baltimore County is a private
membership indoor tennis and fitness facility.

g) Aspen Hills Club (10 indoor courts) in Montgomery County is private membership based full
service tennis and fitness facility.

h) Cross Keys (4 indoor courts) in Baltimore is a private membership based indoor tennis club.

i) Green Spring Tennis Club (12 indoor courts) in Baltimore is a private membership based indoor
tennis club.

4
Travel time of 40 minutes of driving under normal traffic conditions.
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Figure 2: Tennis Centers with Regional Market Area
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Prince George’s County owns and operates both the Watkins and Fairland Tennis Bubbles. These are the
only courts available for public use in the secondary market area. Development of TCM may be expected
to attract players currently using these facilities who live or work within TCM’s primary and secondary
market areas due to its more favorable geographic location and in particular its close proximity to the
highly populated communities in the Eastern Anne Arundel County. Additionally, other players seeking
public access of indoor courts that live or work within the secondary market area or nearby may also be
attracted to use the TCM - especially if it offers popular tennis play opportunities and high quality
service at competitive court rates.

Table 3 provides key information on the operations and facilities collected from interviews with
operators of nine major tennis facilities located in the region. The information provides an overview of
TCM’s comparable and competing facilities. The interview findings are also used to: (1) identify market
court rates (Section V.A – Court Rates); (2) determining TCM’s primary user groups (Section IV –
Primary User Groups); and (3) set the initial facility use schedule (Section V.B – Court Use Allocation).

C.User Demand

i. National/Regional Trends in Tennis Participation
The Tennis Industry Association (TIA) has identified several growth trends in local and national tennis
participation.

 “From 2000 and 2010 tennis has been the fastest growing traditional sport in America with a 46
percent increase in national growth” (TIA-soir).

 From 2009 to 2010, “activity at tennis facilities remained stable, despite the sluggish economy
and dips in frequent players” (TIA-soir).

 Nearly half of all tennis facilities reported growth by “new players (first time adults)” in early
2014. Only 10 percent of operators indicate a decrease in new players (TIA-ttp).

 Court bookings increased at nearly half of facilities. Only 12 percent of operators reported
declines in their court use.

 League play increased at 43 percent of facilities compared to only 16 percent that reported
decreased use (TIA-ttp).

 Youth tournament play reportedly increased at 38 percent of facilities. Only 15 percent observed
decreased youth play (TIA-ttp).

 Demand for adult tournament play has been mixed as 22 percent of operators reported increase
use and an equal proportion (22 percent) stating decreases in their court use (TIA-ttp).

In addition to these national growth trends in tennis participation, the Anne Arundel County Tennis
Association (AACTA) reports major growth in local tennis participation, in spite of factors (such as
limited public access to tennis centers and inadequate programming) that normally contribute to the
decline in tennis participation:

 180 percent increase in Anne Arundel County league participation between 2008 and 2012
(AACTA-MA)

18 percent increase in Anne Arundel County league participation between 2012 and 2014 (AACTA-SB)
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Table 3: Competing and Comparable Tennis Facilities

College Park
Tennis Club

Green Spring
Racquet Club

Mercer County
Tennis Center

Montgomery
Tennis Plex

Princeton
Racquet Club

Princeton Tennis
Program

Sport Fit Bowie
Orchard Indoor

Tennis Club
Barehills Racquet
and Fitness Club

Tennis Center at
Millersville
[Project]

Mission
Mission Indoor/ outdoor for-

profit club and not-for-
profit junior tennis
championships center.

For-profit club County built, operated
and financed. Mission
to provide public open
court time.

For-profit business
for an underserved
community in
Germantown.

For-profit club Not-for-profit tennis
organization for local
children and adults.

For profit full service
health club

For-profit club For-profit club Not-for-Profit tennis
center

Membership

Annual Fees $90/ $150 $200/ $395 $60 No membership fees No membership fees No membership fees $660 $200/ $375 $200/ $450 $175/ $240

Current
Membership

325 Unknown Unknown None None None 1,000 500 Unknown 600 (1,000 max)

Facility and Amenities

Tennis Courts 32 14 28 12 16 9 4 6 20

Indoor 15 14 6 8 6 6 4 6 8

Outdoor 17 0 22 4 10 30+ 3 0 0 12

Other Amenities Fitness, golf course
and driving range,
trails etc.

Squash, racquetball
courts

Ball fields, national
rowing center, trails
etc.

Field sports,
swimming,
basketball.

Tennis only Tennis and fitness Fitness, swimming,
basketball etc.

Tennis only Fitness, cross fit and
squash

Café Vending machines Yes No Vending machines Vending machines Vending machines Vending machines Yes

Day Care No No Yes Yes No (discontinued) Yes No No

Fitness Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pro Shop Yes - Not profitable Yes - Profitable No Yes - Not profitable Yes - Not profitable Yes - Not profitable Yes - Not profitable Yes - Not profitable Yes

Hourly Court Fees (a)

Peak $26 $46 $56/$48* $42 $41 $36 $24 $42 $38 $32/$25*

Non-Peak $20 $28 $44/$36*
Outdoor: $6/$0*

$22 $31 $32 $25 $22/$20*
Outdoor: $12/$0*

Lesson/Instruction Fees

Head Pro $90 $90 $92 $85 $75 $90

Staff Pro $70 $65 $72 $75

Staff

Management 3 management staff
and 3 senior advisors.

2 management staff 3 management staff 3 management staff 1 management staff
2 owners/directors

3 management staff 3 management staff

Teaching Staff 9 tennis coaches and
directors

11 tennis coaches 2 full time tennis
coaches

14 tennis coaches,
most are part-time.

12 tennis coaches
and directors.

11 full time tennis
coaches.

7 tennis coaches 8 tennis coaches

Other Staff Front desk manager Pro shop manager
Tennis concierge
Front desk manager

2 front desk managers
(rotate)
Maintenance person

Front desk person 2 administrative staff Front desk manager 3 front desk
managers
3 administrative staff
1 maintenance
person

Revenue

Overall Profitable County financed Somewhat profitable Profitable

Annual Net Profit $140,000 Unknown Unknown $100,000 Unknown

Key Revenue
Sources

Programming/
Instruction

Programming/
Instruction.

Tournaments Programming/
instruction

Programming/
Instruction

Programming/
Instruction

Programming/
instruction & League.

Programming/
instruction & contract.

Debt Service High debt service. High debt service.

Hours of Operation and Location

Weekday Hours
Weekend Hours

7 AM to 11 PM 8 AM to 10 PM 7.30 AM to 10.30 PM 7 AM to 11 PM 6.30 AM to 11 PM 5 AM to 11 PM
7AM to 9 PM

7 AM to 11 PM 5.30 AM to 10 PM
7 AM to 7 PM

Location 5200 Paint Branch
Pkwy, College Park,
MD

10803 Falls Road,
Lutherville, MD

334 S Post Road,
West Windsor, NJ

18010 Central Park
Circle, Boyds, MD

150 Raymond Road,
Princeton, NJ

92 Washington Road,
Princeton, NJ

100 Whitemarsh Park
Drive, Bowie, MD

8729 Loch Raven
Blvd, Towson, MD

1420 Clarkview
Road, Baltimore, MD

From TCM 22 miles / 30 minutes 33 miles / 33 minutes Outside market area 49 miles / 53 mins Outside market area Outside market area 8 miles / 13 minutes 32 miles / 34 minutes 28 miles / 40 minutes

Note: (a) For membership-only facilities, pricing only available with annual membership fees.
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 100 percent increase in Anne Arundel County junior team tennis programming between 2013 and
2014 (AACTA-CS)

TIA reports specific factors that contributed to overall growth trend in general tennis participation and
facility court use. Increased instruction and programming (including league play) were the most cited
reasons for increased court use, and decreased programming and instruction were identified as reasons
for decreased court use. As such, programming and instruction are recommended to be key components
for TCM operations. Tables C-1 and C-2 in Appendix C show the primary factors reported for changes in
court use.

ii. Industry Metrics and Demographics
Demand for indoor and outdoor courts can be estimated using census data and applying industry
standards. According to the American Sports Builders Association (ASBA), the following considerations
apply when assessing demand for tennis courts:

 “Studies indicate that [indoor] facilities should be planned based on the number of players
within 6 miles or 15-20 minutes driving time from the site. Consider the population within that
radius.” (Quoted from USTA Facility recommendations,
http://www.usta.com/Facilities/facilities_frequently_asked_questions/)

 “A good ‘rule of thumb’ is that most markets can support one indoor tennis court for every
10,000 people.” (Quoted from USTA Facility recommendations,
http://www.usta.com/Facilities/facilities_frequently_asked_questions/)

 “For private tennis clubs frequented by serious players, one [indoor] court will support 20 to 40
tennis players.” “Depending on programming, each indoor court can support from 20 to 150
players.”

 “The degree of commitment to tennis programming may increase or decrease the number of
courts needed. The more leagues, lessons, tournaments, etc. to be scheduled, the more courts
will be needed.”

Generally, tennis players are comparatively well educated with higher than average incomes. Recent
industry research reports that approximately half all tennis participants have an annual household
income greater than $75,000. Nearly half of all adult tennis players have a college degree or higher
education (TIA 2014). Frequent tennis players tend to be even more affluent, with an average annual
household income of $85,400 - approximately 1.7 times greater income than the average household (TIA
2014).

The demographic character of the residents living in Anne Arundel County and the TCM primary market
area are well matched with those for typical tennis players. Figure 3 (Appendix D) shows the
population distribution by census tract for the 10-mile area around the TCM location. There are
approximately 487,000 individuals living within the 10-mile primary market area. Their median
household income is $92,014 and 35 percent of the population has at least a bachelor’s degree. The
majority of this population consists of Anne Arundel County residents. Figure 4 (Appendix D) shows the
median household income of the population living in the vicinity of the TCM site.
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iii. Demand with TCM Market Area

The regional tennis demand was assessed based on the demographic and economic profiles of the
resident population within the 10-mile primary market area and national participation rates (from TIA
2014). Through its tennis market research, the Tennis Planning Consultants and the A.C. Nielsen
Company determined that tennis demand is relatively consistent throughout the country. Participation
rate varies by household income, with higher participation rates among higher income groups. Yet, each
income group’s associated tennis participation rate remains consistent throughout the country despite
differences in variables such as climate, geography or demographics (TPC 2010). Analysis using other
industry metrics resulted in the follow market demand findings:

 Using tennis participation rates by household median income (TIA 2014), an estimated 31,000
tennis players reside within the 10-mile buffer from the site. This was estimated using a tennis
participation rate is 6.4 percent, which is marginally higher than the national average of 6.1
percent due to the relative affluence of the resident population.

 Tennis participation is estimated to produce approximately 818,000 play occasions annually,
based on an estimated average of 26.3 play occasions per participant (TIA 2014). Using an
average of 1.5 hours for each play occasion yields about 1,227,000 hours of annual playing time.

 It is estimated that over 5,200 players would be considered avid tennis players who engage in
tennis play at least once a week. Over half of total tennis players would be considered “CORE”
players5 who play more than 10 times a year.

 Within the TCM market area, about 21,000 residents are considered to be tennis players that
have not played within the last 2 years, and an additional 24,000 residents are non-tennis
players that are interested in playing tennis.

 Using the assumption that 200 players per court gives 75 percent occupancy (TPC 2010), 89
indoor courts could be supported by the estimated population of more than 17,700 CORE players
in the region, which far exceeds the indoor tennis court availability in the market area.

 Applying TIA’s more conservative market demand “rule of thumb” ratio of one indoor court per
10,000 residents, TCM’s market area could support approximately 36 public indoor courts.

 However, it currently has only one truly public indoor court and a total of 16 other indoors
courts at member only facilities (SportFit Bowie, Chartwell Golf and Country Club, and the Navy
Brigade). Even including these non-public facilities, there would be an existing undersupply of 20
indoor courts. If the more conservative average court to population ratios for the other
neighboring counties of Howard, Montgomery and Prince George’s of 22,172 residents per court
is used, Anne Arundel County could support approximately 25 indoor courts which still suggests
an existing undersupply of at least 9 indoor courts.

These findings add further demographic evidence supporting the previous national trend and demand
metric analysis findings that there is substantial existing customer base of tennis players in the region.
Furthermore, based on the analysis region’s supply of competing tennis facilities, the region’s current
tennis demand is underserved by local facilities. Consequently, if new facilities are added to the area it
may be expected that they can be readily supported by local demand from existing and active players. It

5
CORE players is a term used by TIA to describe regular tennis players, and consolidates the Avid (50+ times a year),

Frequent (21-49 times a year) and Regular (10-20 times a year) player types.
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is considered highly likely that a large portion if not a majority of these players would be willing to shift
their current use to a more convenient facility. Furthermore, many local players could also be expected
to increase their tennis play if they are offered greater and more convenient opportunities to play
through programming. Additional demographic and demand analysis is also provided in Appendix D.

iv. Underserved / Latent Demand
Nationally, the general public’s interest in tennis continues to grow. In 2013, more than 15 million non-
tennis players indicated that they were interested in playing tennis which was more than a 16 percent
increase from the 2012 and over 26 percent since 2011 (TIA SOIR 2014).

As discussed above, there appears to be substantial latent demand that should be considered in addition
to the active tennis player population figures. “Latent demand” is defined as “non-players who are
interested in tennis”, which there are estimated to be 45,000 potential players within the TCM market
area. Almost half (47 percent) of this latent demand consists of former tennis players who have not
played within the last two years and it may reasonably be expected that improved local recreational
opportunities and awareness could encourage many individuals to return to the game. Latent
recreational demand has been measured by the Physical Activity Council (PAC). Supported by six sports
and recreation trade associations, PAC’s Participation Study is the nation’s largest single-source
independent sports participation research effort. The 2013 PAC study found a 20 percent growth since
2011 in the latent demand for tennis (PAC). A survey by the TIA identified the primary reasons people
did not play tennis as either no one to play with (34.1 percent) or the lack of nearby courts (18.0
percent).

TCM’s planned support for league play and ability to host tournaments may be expected to encourage
increased tennis use by existing local players. Furthermore, development of new tennis courts will
further increase local tennis use and encourage current underserved individuals to take up the sport. In
addition, TCM’s programming and operations will provide numerous opportunities for individuals to find
and connect with other interested players which can also be expected to help foster new players.

D. Facility and Amenity Needs

i. Court Configuration

1. Indoor Courts
Based on the current deficit of public indoor tennis courts both specifically within TCM primary market
area and more generally within Anne Arundel County, it is expected that demand from current players
living in Anne Arundel County will be more than sufficient to ensure high court use during popular peak
periods.

Furthermore, due to the magnitude of the current undersupply of indoor courts in the region and the
potential underserved/latent demand for tennis court use, it is expected that effective programming
and marketing efforts should be able to generate demand for the TCM court use during non-peak
periods.
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Review of the other tennis facilities within the region suggest that eight indoor courts at TCM will be
comparable to most other facilities and consequently is unlikely to result in an oversupply of courts in
the region. Furthermore, TCM’s focus on serving league play and its potential for hosting tournament
events would require a minimum of six courts. This again suggests that an eight court configuration
would be reasonable for the location and current market conditions.

2. Outdoor Courts
The preliminary design and cost estimates for TCM includes eight outdoor tennis courts with lighting for
night-time play. One of the courts would be an exhibition court with a viewing area. In addition, four
“junior” half sized courts (36’) are planned which can be used for both youth and senior play.

ii. Support Facilities
As discussed in more detail in Section VI.B, the preliminary cost analysis for TCM suggests that several
of the facility’s operating costs may be higher than estimated in the Business Plan prepared by TA.
Consequently, the Business Plan Update recommends that current facility planning for the TCM only
include basic support facilities. Consequently, it is recommended that support facilities be limited to:

 Offices for tennis director and administrative staff

 Storage area

 Parking spaces

 Viewing/social areas

 Training Area with tennis fitness equipment (possibly for member only use)

Other support facilities could include a pro-shop or café and daycare areas. Although a majority (60
percent) of tennis centers have pro shops (CoDB, 2013), it is considered likely that many of these retail
operations have limited or negative effect on their facility’s profitability. It is unclear whether most of
these are separately staffed retail operations (typically including racquet stringing services and greater
inventory) rather than simple “behind the counter” sales of racquets, balls and other supplies. While a
majority of the comparable facilities interviewed have pro-shops, several reported that the service was
not profitable (e.g., both the Princeton Tennis and College Park Tennis Clubs).

Many facilities also have small café areas that offer light refreshments. Operators noted that this added
a social element to the club, and keeps people at the club for longer after their court time. However,
unless its operations are largely self-service it is unlikely that a café at TCM would be profitable.

Only Princeton Tennis Program reported offering daycare in the past, and the service was later
discontinued due to insufficient demand. Consequently, a more detailed analysis of these amenities’
potential profitability (net revenue contribution) is recommended to justify their inclusion.
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IV. Primary User Groups

Year round play is considered to be a central component of TCM’s customer draw. Tennis, like most
other competitive sports, is linked to programming. League play and junior development classes are
expected to be central components of the facility’s use allocation.

Based on the assessed user demand and the limited availability of indoor tennis courts in the area, the
primary user groups for TCM are expected to consist of:

 League play;
 Instruction;
 Programmed use; and
 Contract/Reserved.

Other uses may be expected to have a more limited contribution to the facility’s use and revenues. It is
expected that TCM will be able to host tournament and other special events. However, these can only
be held occasionally and therefore do not represent a regular source of court use. Furthermore, it is
unclear that such events can operate as a positive net revenue activity given the staff time necessary to
organize and host the events. Many facility operators instead suggest that such events are best
considered as “loss leaders” that promote awareness and market their facility. Open or day-of-
reservation court time is generally considered to be a necessary element of a facility’s schedule
planning. The potential availability of unbooked courts is frequently acknowledged to be important for
maintaining opportunities for unplanned and casual play. This can be important for attracting and
encouraging non-regulars to try the facility and thereby potentially become more frequent users.

However, demand for open reservations is difficult to predict and subject to factors outside of the
operator’s knowledge or control. Consequently, managing court bookings to provide such open court
time can be problematic and any resulting unused or members’ “free play” court time may represent
lost revenue opportunities.

The market potential and considerations for TCM’s identified primary user groups are discussed below.

A. League Play
Organized tennis leagues provide a popular means for players to play and compete both with other local
enthusiasts and to meet non-local tennis enthusiasts. Play is based on the National Tennis Rating
Program (NTRP) system so league participants will play with and against players of similar ability.
Leagues are frequently organized by age and/or skill level.

Leagues generally operate year round with 10 to 12 week seasons. Typically, 8 or 10 teams will
participant in a single league and each team will consist of 10 to 20 players. League players will
generally be able to participate in league play at least once every 2 weeks and frequently more often.

League play is considered a primary user group for TCM for several reasons:

 A high proportion of CORE tennis players participate in tennis leagues. Many individuals will
join more than one league to ensure that they have a weekly opportunity for competitive play.
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 League teams will reserve courts for several hours a week for competition play and many
teams will also reserve additional court time to conduct practice sessions for their team
members.

 League teams generally prefer to have a “home court” which encourages facility use,
membership and community involvement.

 Long duration of league season (10 to 12 weeks) ensures predictable court use.

 League teams can often accept less popular non-peak timeslots.

Anne Arundel County ranks third in the State for league player registrations (not unique players) with
nearly 4,000 total registrations annually. The County is second in the total number of teams fielded
behind Montgomery County (which has almost twice the population of Anne Arundel County) (AACTA-SB).
Despite the County’s limited court availability, league participation reportedly increased by 18 percent
between 2012 and 2014.

Most league members play on multiple teams and consequently about 1,300 individual players are
represented in Anne Arundel County league registration numbers. These players predominantly consist
of serious tennis players who average two or more days a week of play (including non-league play)

The large number of league registrations is a key indicator of the many “avid players” in Anne Arundel
County. “Avid players” are defined as those who play once or more times each week and, consequently,
these individuals are a key market for tennis facilities. Many, if not most, league players can be
considered “avid players.”

Currently the leagues struggle to find indoor court time in Anne Arundel County. Many teams play
without any designated “home” indoor facility and, therefore, have difficulty scheduling matches at
suitable facilities, especially in the winter and other times of the year when weather conditions make
outdoor play impractical. As a result of insufficient supply of indoor courts, many leagues are currently
relegated to play late (9pm to 11pm) or must travel to Prince George’s County or other out-of-county
locations.

Anne Arundel Community Tennis Association (AACTA) is designated as a USTA Community Tennis
Association. AACTA administers both USTA and AACTA leagues for the County, it also hosts regular tennis
social events and annually hosts two major County tournaments (AACTA-CS, SS, SB, PC).

 AACTA membership remains consistent at about 400
 AACTA’s maintains a mailing list of 1,700 tennis enthusiasts, which includes 1,310 league

players and about 400 non-league players
 Both AACTA’s fall and spring tournaments have averaged 200 participants the past 3 years.

B. Instruction
Tennis instruction is an important component of most tennis facilities operations, and instructional court
use has the highest per hour revenue potential of the primary user groups. Instruction includes both
group classes and individual lessons. Tennis classes may be scheduled for more extended participation
(e.g., six to eight weeks) than other short programs.

Instruction is considered a primary user group for TCM for several reasons:
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 Instruction is a primary method for encouraging players to become more serious and frequent
players and there is strong player demand for quality instruction. Several competing tennis
facilities reported building their membership base based on tennis pros for coaching junior
and adult programs.

 Survey respondents reported tennis lessons as one of the most successful revenue streams.
TIA data also identifies instruction as primary revenue generating use. Most tennis club users
will expect to have the opportunity for instruction.

 Tennis classes are typically scheduled to require extended participation (six to eight weeks)

 Instruction use offers higher per court revenues due the additional fees paid by the tennis
pros over and above court time rentals

 Class participation not only improves students’ technical proficiency but also provides an
opportunity for them to meet other players with similar levels of ability and interest.

The relative popularity of tennis instruction is also likely due partly to the increasing number and variety
of instructors. As an alternative to managing and staffing all their classes, many facilities increasingly
allow independent contractors (freelancers) to provide instruction at their facilities for an additional fee
(paid by the instructor). While they will typically receive a reduced “cut,” operators often find such
arrangements beneficial as they require less management and marketing effort. Also these instructors
may identify and bring in customers that the facility would otherwise have not reached. In this way,
freelancer instruction can contribute to a facility’s market outreach efforts.

Generally, two separate types of instruction can be readily distinguished: youth or adult instruction.
Adult tennis instruction (either in group or private classes) is an important component of most tennis
facilities operations. More than many other sports, players can benefit greatly from instruction.
Instruction is often particularly important for beginner players as it will improve their skills and
enjoyment of the game. It also can help individuals find other players with similar skills and interest
levels. However, intermediate and expert players can also benefit from instruction to further hone their
skills and improve their play strategies.

Operators generally report that adult instruction will broadly serve players of all skill and experience
levels with a somewhat greater proportion of beginners taking classes. Group classes are also becoming
more popular as fewer players engage in private instruction.

Youth instruction will include both afterschool and possibly weekend classes. “Summer camp programs”
are frequently offered that provided five or six-hour day sessions at reduced costs. As will be discussed
in more detail in Section V.D.ii – Instruction and Program Fees, if properly organized with sufficient
participants they can nonetheless be adequately profitable for the facility.

C. Programmed Use
Programmed use is similar to instruction as it frequently will require an instructor to direct and lead the
activity. Programmed use may also be focused on developing players’ skill through specialized technical
clinics or other training. However, programmed use may be distinguished from instruction in several
ways.
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Program offerings will typically be more limited in their duration and/or commitment requirement for
participants. Programs may run for only a few sessions or be offered as “drop-in” opportunities.
Programmed use will often consist of more specialized or unique offerings compared to traditional
instruction classes.

Program use can generally be characterized into three categories:

 General adult serving (e.g., cardio tennis, social and special events)
 Youth focused (junior tennis development and clinics, junior tournament training, 10 and under

tennis)
 Special users (senior clinics, adaptive tennis)

In 2014 the Tennis Alliance conducted programs and ran events with over 550 participants (including
both adult and junior tennis players). Additional information is available in the Tennis Alliance’s 2014
Program Report.

Programmed use is considered a primary user group for TCM for several reasons:

 Program offerings can be better suited and used for attracting new users and/or encouraging
greater facility use by casual players than traditional instruction (which will more readily serve
already interested and/or active players).

 TIA reports that 66 percent of facilities offered free introductory programs for new
players/beginners. These facilities reported that 61 percent of new players continued to
participate in follow-up programs (TIA CoDB 2013)

 Innovative and/or well-targeted programming can be a major differentiating factor between
tennis facilities.

 Programming can be used to serve specific user types or offer broader recreational experience
(e.g., cardio tennis or mixer/social events).

 Players who find it difficult to find partners and schedule court times are more likely to play if
there are program opportunities (Princeton Racquet Club).

Programming is frequently an important means for operators to target specific customer groups and
attracting new users to try the facility, which can ultimately result in greater court use and
membership. Program use also offers the operators the most flexibility and arguably the best
opportunity for fostering new customer growth and consequently overall increased facility use.

D.Contract/Reserved
“Contract Time” refers to groups of players, typically ranging in number from 4 to 24, who reserve
indoor court time each week at the same time to play informally for 3 to 6 months. Contract bookings
generally best serve experienced players with an established community of players. It is also suited to
players with regular personal schedules.

Reserved court use refers to pre-booked scheduled court use. Consequently, contract use is a specific
type of reserved use. Reserved use will also include single occasion bookings. However, unlike same-day
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reservations and/or open court time, reserved use will require players to plan ahead (at least the day
before but frequently several days or possibly more than a week in advance for popular slots).

Such reserved use can provide players with more play opportunities and scheduling options than they
would have participating in a contract booking or programmed play. Reserved use is well-suited for
players who do not have predictable personal schedules. It can also be popular for players with flexible
schedules. But, unlike TCM’s other primary user groups, contract and reserved use requires the players
to identify and organize with other players. This can be an obstacle for some individuals – particularly
those new to the game or new to the area. However, modern technology is facilitating players finding
each other (e.g., through social media) and selecting a mutually agreeable court time (e.g., using
facility provided online scheduling and booking systems).

Most facilities offer contract reservations where a player or group of players pays in advance for a
weekly reservation for a court over a 3 to 6 month period. Contract reservations offer players a
dedicated court time, which allows them to organize their playing schedule. The facility also benefits
from contract bookings that guarantee revenues for the court over the length of the contract
reservation period. The minimum length of the reservation period can be determined by the facility, but
typically are set at a minimum of three months. From an operator’s perspective contract and
reservation play is clearly preferable to day-of or open reservations since it provides a more predictable
revenue stream. Contract and reserved use will also be less liable to outside factors (e.g., weather
conditions or competing local events) if players have already booked their court time.

However, survey respondents reported that although it can provide a predictable revenue stream,
contract time is generally not the most profitable court use for the operator who may be able to earn
additional revenue from instructional or program use. Since players must typically commit to a contract
reservation for a minimum of several months, many players may believe they should be entitled to a
reduced court use rate compared to regular court use.

Currently in Anne Arundel County, contract time can only be booked at the Y. Although it is not fully
open to the general public, contract time is also an important component of the Navy Brigade’s tennis
schedule and timeslots are in high demand. Players frequently wait in line as early as 5:30 am on the
day of contract assignments to secure popular timeslots for their group.
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V. Revenue Projections

TCM’s ability to generate revenues is central to its financial sustainability and long-term success. TCM is
expected to have several potential revenue sources. However, its primary revenue source will be from
court rental fees paid by facility users. Tennis players using the courts will be charged for their court
use time either directly (e.g., for league or contract play) or indirectly (e.g., as part of their instruction
class or program attendance charge).

In addition, TCM can be expected to obtain a portion of each instruction class and program participant’s
fees. As will be discussed in more detail below, TCM’s portion will depend on the extent that it
organizes, manage and staffs the classes or programs. The proposed tennis center pass program will also
generate revenues for TCM from membership dues. TCM may also be able to generate additional
revenues from hosting tournaments and other occasional special events.

In each case, both the court fees and occupancy/participation rate will determine the revenues that
TCM can be expected to receive. The following sections discuss the projected court fees, the expected
schedule of facility use allocation and the corresponding occupancy rates for each of the TCM primary
user groups.

Court rental rates, use and sales are expected to be very similar for the fall, winter and spring quarters.
Most tennis players will prefer to use indoor courts and similar levels of programming, instruction,
league play and other court uses are planned over the fall through spring seasons. Consequently, the
court use allocation and revenue projections for fall through spring has been discussed together in the
following sections. During the summer TCM can be expected to face lower demand and therefore the
revenue projections for the summer season are analyzed separately and discussed in Section V.C.vi –
Total Court Revenues.

A. Court Rates
The court use rate structure will be very important in optimizing facility use and revenue generation. If
rates are set too low (i.e., below market rates), TCM will attract higher occupancy levels but will likely
earn lower total revenues (since many users have been willing to pay more). Conversely, if rates are set
too high, TCM’s use levels may be greatly reduced, which in turn will result in lower total revenues.

Determining an optimal balance between rates and court use allocation (e.g., the scheduling of league
versus instruction both by time of day and number of allocated courts) is a central management
challenge for successfully operating the facility. Typically, facility managers will use an iterative process
and respond to observed market demands to identify the best mix for their market conditions and users.
For example, most tennis facilities offer reduced rates for non-peak period court use.

Court revenues will be TCM’s primary revenue source whether the courts are directly sold to players
(e.g., for league, contract/reserved or day-of bookings) or provided as part of an instruction class or
other programmed activity. Therefore, to facilitate the revenue analysis, the peak (or non-peak) rate is
applied to all use types to determine the base revenues from the use allocation. In cases where TCM
may be expected to obtain additional revenues (e.g., revenue sharing for tennis instruction classes or
premium prices for tournament play and/or hosting), the additional net revenues that TCM can expect
to receive are identified and estimated separately. Similarly, in cases where TCM might expect to
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receive lower than standard rates (e.g., discounted rates for member’s court use), for clarity their
revenue effects will be identified and estimated as supplemental (negative) revenues separately from
the unadjusted court sale revenue projections.

TA proposed market rate court use fees that were developed to be consistent with rates charged by
other tennis facilities in the region are shown in Table 4. TA’s also proposed reduced rates for its
“Tennis Center Rates” scenario of $25 per hour for peak periods and $20 per hour during non-peak
periods. However, it was not clear if the rates were for member or non-members. It might be expected
the members would receive a discount on court rates under TA’s proposed rate schedule.

Table 4: Hourly Court Fees by Court Use – TA Projections

User Groups Hourly Court Fees

Peak Off-Peak Premium (a)

Leagues $38 $27 -

Instruction $28 $18 30%

Program $28 $18 20%

Contract $32 $29

Reservations $28 $18

Events $35 $35 20%

Note: (a) TA included an additional revenue component for instructional and program
use. Its non-court revenue factor is discussed in Section V.D – Other Revenues.

As shown previously, Table 3 provides a comparison of other tennis operations in TCM’s primary and
secondary market areas and wider region. Court fees at these facilities are generally between $20 and
$42 per hour, depending on the time of the day. However, non-public tennis facilities require annual
memberships that in effect represent an additional court fee cost which, depending on the frequency
that a member plays, may approximate to an additional $5 or $10 hourly rate cost.

Rate comparisons between these operators suggest that $35 per hour would likely a fair market rate for
peak period court use at TCM. Montgomery Tennis Plex’s operator indicated that this was the break-
even court use cost at the facility. Consequently, for the purposes of the Business Plan Update, URS
conservatively adopts $32 per hour for peak and $22 per hour for non-peak as a base court rental rate
for all user groups.
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B. Court Use Allocation
The facility’s court utilization and use allocation for its primary user groups are central factors to TCM’s
financial performance. Unsold court time does not generate revenues and a misallocation of uses can
reduce revenues and user interest. For example, insufficient programming may not attract and ensure
the growth in new players necessary for TCM’s long-term success.

The goal is to schedule facility use to result in the highest overall generated revenues. Scheduling will
not only involve responding to user demand during the more popular peak periods (and possibly adding
an additional use charge to those users) but also needs to consider the extent that other user groups can
be encouraged to use the facility at times with weak demand. Use scheduling will be the primary
responsibility of TCM’s director. To facilitate the revenue projection analysis, only four use types are
used to characterize TCM’s use schedule. These use types directly correspond and support the primary
user groups discussed in Section IV – Primary User Groups. Other court uses (such as day-of reservations
and tournament events) are also discussed.

The TA Business Plan provides detailed allocations of court time for primary user groups and special
events on a quarterly basis and also by weekday and weekend basis. URS reviewed TA’s use allocation
and made minor adjustments to develop the simplified and summary court use allocation.

Table 5 shows the total court use allocation on a weekly basis. Similar to the TIA reported industry
averages, contract and reserved court time is scheduled to account for approximately 40 percent of all
available court time. However, league play is substantially higher at nearly 30 percent – more than
twice the industry’s 13 percent average rate. To accommodate a greater allocation to league play, both
instruction and program use are set to 15 percent of total court time. Industry averages would instead
typically recommend 25 percent for each use.

Table 5: Weekly Court Use Allocation – URS Base Case Scenario

Use Weekly Court Time Allocation (Court Hours)

Type Peak
% of
court
time

Non-Peak
% of
court
time

Total
% of
court
time

Leagues 109 24% 149 33% 258 29%

Instruction 114.5 26% 21.5 5% 136 15%

Program 114.5 26% 21.5 5% 136 15%

Contract/Reserved 110 25% 256 57% 366 41%

Total Hours per Week 448 100% 448 100% 896 100%

Discussions with TA and others familiar with the local tennis market agree that league play is very
underserved. This suggests that the higher use allocation can be supported at TCM - especially since
weekend court use can be expected to serve a major portion of the league play use. Therefore, the
Business Plan Update has adopted a similar league play use allocation as that previously proposed by TA.
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Generally, contract and reserved use will be the least profitable of the use types since unlike program
or instruction use, the facility will not receive any significant additional revenues for these customers.
Furthermore, reserved play will require more staff administration and support time (e.g., handling
booking and directing players) than the other use types that will largely consist of regulars and/or
instructor managed players. As a result, on a per sold court hour basis, reduced instruction and program
use would have a greater negative revenue effect than a similar reduction in contract use.

It is arguable that program and instruction demand might be expected to remain more comparable to
industry averages. In which case, TCM’s use allocation for instruction and program use should remain
close to industry average – in which case reductions in contract and reserved use would be necessary to
accommodate the increased court time allocated to league play.

League and contract use are generally very similar both in the likely player type (e.g., age, skill and
interest level) and schedule flexibility. This suggests that increased league play may generally attract
players that otherwise would be more inclined to use the facility for contract play.

However, the underlying question for possible higher program and instructional use allocation is whether
greater non-peak and/or weekend instruction and programs would be successful. Currently, non-peak
use allocations for instruction and program use are very limited (less that 5 percent of the court time)
while contract use accounts for more than 50 percent of the court time. If higher instruction and
program use can be achieved during these periods, TCM’s revenue generation would likely be
substantially improved.

Nonetheless, as an initial and conservative assumption, TA’s use allocation for the four primary user
groups (shown in Table 5) has been used by URS as the basis for the Business Plan Update.

In addition to the primary four use types, there are other court uses, specifically “day-of” reservations
(open court time) and tournaments/events. Open court use, generally comprised of unplanned court
use, can generate some additional use and revenues if it occurs when the courts would otherwise be
unoccupied (e.g., if allocated use exceeds bookings). Facility operators generally acknowledge the
desirability of ensuring some limited open or day-of court availability to ensure that some casual or
unplanned play can be accommodated. Although, unused courts may result in some “lost” revenues,
otherwise there is a generally recognized potential to overbook the facility’s schedule. This can
frustrate regular players who may occasionally want an opportunity to play without having to book days
or weeks in advance. It can also discourage potentially interested new users. Over the long-term, this
can reduce new user growth and limit the facility’s customer base.

Tournaments and events comprise court use that occurs occasionally, like twice a quarter as one day or
two day events. TCM might be expected to host an average of 12 events per year. Any such events will
also be prescheduled and promoted well in advance. TCM’s customers can also be expected to be
primary participants or attendees. Consequently, tournaments or special events may be expected to
generate some limited additional net revenues for the facility.

The court use allocation by the four primary user groups with the additional uses, as discussed above,
are the basis for the use and revenue analysis below in the Section V.C - Occupancy and Court Sales
Projections.
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C. Occupancy and Court Sales Projections
Obtaining high court occupancy (or utilization) is the goal of all facility operators; however, it is unlikely
that a facility can achieve 100 percent full use of its courts. Other facilities in the region report court
use rates of 80 to 90 percent, which is considered near full capacity. However, for the purposes of the
Business Plan Update, lower occupancy rates were assumed as a better representation of the facility
performance that could be readily attained.

The court occupancy rate will likely vary throughout the day based on user demand that will be subject
to their personal schedules and may depend on what programming and instructional time is offered. The
utilization rate will also vary by season. During the fall to spring season, indoor court demand will
generally be similar. However, there is typically reduced demand for use of indoor courts during the
summer when players have the opportunity to use outdoor courts.

The following sections identify TCM’s projected occupancy rate for each primary user group. Detailed
court use and revenue projections by primary user groups are provided in Appendix E. TCM’s projected
total annual court sales revenues are summarized below in Section V.C.viii – Total Court Use Revenues.

i. League Play
League play has been identified as a significant component of the TCM court use. Leagues bring together
players of similar skill levels and offers opportunities for casual players to compete and enjoy the game.
Typically, league (and contract) play can be prime candidates for late evening use which in turn can
ensure that there will be greater court availability for instruction classes during the peak 5pm to 9pm
period.

Approximately 24 percent of the peak court time and 33 percent of off-peak court time has been
allocated to league play. Based on this allocation, league play is scheduled for a total of 258 hours per
week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 30 hours for each weekday and 54 hours for
each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of league courts would be 90 percent.

Any unused courts would be available as open courts for reservations and walk-ins use. However, given
the high occupancy rate expected for league use, no unused courts are expected during those periods
allocated to leagues.

ii. Instruction
Instructional time has been identified as another key component of the TCM court use. Instruction brings
together players of similar skill levels and offers opportunities for casual players to enjoy the game.

Approximately 26 percent of the peak court time and 5 percent of off-peak court time has been
allocated to instructional use. Based on this allocation, instructional use is scheduled for a total of 136
hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 22 hours for each weekday and 13
hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of the courts during instructional
use would be 80 percent. Any unused courts would be available as open courts available for same-day
reservation and walk-in use.
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iii. Programmed Use
While league and contract reservations can ensure consistent court use and steady revenues,
programmed use can play an important role in the facility’s long-term viability. Special programs (e.g.,
clinics or other specialized instruction) bring in a higher per court revenue than most other court uses.
While the court rate per person may be lower during a special program, the overall revenue is higher
since several paying players are using each court.

Approximately 26 percent of the peak court time and 5 percent of off-peak court time has been
allocated to program use. Based on the allocation of court use, program use is scheduled for a total of
136 hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 22 hours for each weekday and
13 hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of the courts during program use
would be 80 percent.

The programmed and instructional court use together accounts for 272 hours per week, and about 44
hours per weekday and 26 hours per weekend day. This is consistent with the national industry trends as
reported by TIA’s survey of tennis operations (TIA CoDB 2013). The surveyed tennis centers reported
providing an average of nearly 10 hours daily (and 5 hours per indoor court). Additional findings
regarding the Industry Average Program Mix are presented in Appendix C.

iv. Contract/Reserved
As discussed above, contract and reserved court use is generally the “default” allocation for any time in
the schedule that is not allocated to other use groups. By its nature contract time is very similar to
league play. Both are favored by more experienced and established players. Both user groups may have
personal schedules and/or be more inclined to use non-peak court times than instruction or program
participants. The primary defining differences will be that the contract group will typically be more
informally organized and have fewer participants.

Approximately 25 percent of the peak court time and 57 percent of off-peak court time has been
allocated to program use. Based on the allocation of court use, program use is scheduled for a total of
366 hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 54 hours for each weekday and
48 hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of the courts by contract and
reserved court use would be 57 percent on weekdays and slightly higher on weekends (62 percent). Due
to its relatively low use rate, the majority of any open court use will likely occur during periods
otherwise scheduled for contract and reserved use.

v. Open Court Use
The revenue analysis assumes that courts not in use for its scheduled activity will be available for open
(i.e., day-of) play use. Players would pay the standard court fees for their court use time. It is assumed
that during weekdays there could be an average 25 percent occupancy rate for any available courts
(whether peak or off-peak). On weekends a slightly higher occupancy rate of 40 percent is assumed to
reflect both the greater flexibility most users have in their weekend schedule and the greater number of
individuals that are likely to be free to play compared to the regular workweek.
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Based on the projected court occupancy rates for the other primary user groups, approximately 13
percent of the peak court time and 20 percent of off-peak court time is expected to be unused by other
user groups and available for open use (day-of reservations). Based on this projected unbooked court
time, open court use would be available for a total of nearly 210 hours per week (for the eight indoor
courts), which is comprised of nearly 32 hours for each weekday and 26 hours for each weekend day. It
is estimated that the utilization rate of the courts by “day of” use would be 25 percent on weekday and
higher on weekends (40 percent). On a weekly basis, TCM would be expected to gain approximately 60
hours of court sales by “day of” users.

vi. Regular Season
As discussed previously, indoor court demand is generally considered relatively stable and consistent
between the Fall and Spring when outdoor court use is mostly not possible or unreliable. Consequently,
these revenue projections represent TCM’s revenue potential for three quarters of the year.

Table 6 shows the occupancy rate projections by primary user groups for TCM using TA’s preliminary
occupancy projections for the Fall through Spring seasons. Overall, based on these assumptions, TCM’s
tennis facilities would be projected to operate at an overall court use rate of approximately 81 percent.
TCM’s weekday court use rate is projected to be 80 percent and its weekend court use rate is expected
to be higher at 85 percent.

Table 6: Projected Weekly Court Use and Revenues - Regular Season

Use Type

Allocated Use

(in hours)
Occupancy

Projected Use

(in hours)
Court Use Revenues

Leagues 258 90% 224 $6,089

Instruction 137 80% 109 $3,310

Program 137 80% 109 $3,310

Contract/Reserved 366 60% 220 $5,491

Total 896 662 $18,200

Open Court Time 234 25% 60 $1,530

Unused Court Time 175

Total Use 81% 722 $19,730

Using the single “market” court use rate of $32 per hour for peak period court use and $22 for non-peak
use, TCM’s average weekly court sales can be projected. Table 6 also shows the corresponding revenue
projection by use type.
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vii. Summer Season
The summer season will have significant differences in court rates, court use and sales from the other
three quarters with reduced use of the indoor courts as a major proportion of court use will occur on
outdoor courts.

Due to the widespread availability of public courts, rental rates for outdoor courts at tennis facilities are
far lower than those for indoor courts. For the purposes of the analysis, URS assumes that TCM will rent
its outdoor court at $12 per hour to general public users. Members can use the outdoor courts for free.

A major portion of court use during the summer season can be expected to occur on outdoor courts.
Weekday use of the outdoor courts will be primarily used for summer programming (particularly junior
camps). Indoor court use is expected primarily for leagues and non-programmed use like reservations
and walk-on players.

The shift of tennis play to outdoor courts creates additional court availability that could allow an
increase in program and instruction use of TCM. However, there is currently insufficient evidence of
sufficient market demand to support any significant increase in weekly class and program use over the
summer.

URS reviewed TA’s use allocation for the summer season. Based on observations of other tennis facilities
operations, URS has made minor adjustments to the TA use allocation. URS’s adjusted summer use
allocation and occupancy projections for TCM indoor and outdoor courts are shown in Table 7.

TCM’s average daily summer court sales have been projected using a $12 per hour market rate for
outdoor court use and the regular indoor court rental rates (i.e., $32 per hour peak and $22 per hour
non-peak). Table 7 also shows the combined daily revenues for both indoor and outdoor court use during
the summer season.

The initial build-out of the proposed 12 outdoor courts would offer up to 896 of potential additional
court time (assuming they are available 10.5 hours per day). While court availability will double, tennis
demand is not expected to experience similar growth during the summer quarter, and the court use
allocation reflects this. Both the indoor-outdoor occupancy split for non-programmed use and the
portion of members’ use are difficult to predict. As such, limited occupancy for non-programmed use of
outdoor courts has been assumed to reflect only paid outdoor court use.
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Table 7: Projected Weekly Court Use and Revenues - Summer Season

Use Type

Allocated Use

(in hours)
Occupancy

Projected Use

(in hours)
Court Use Revenues

Leagues 30 75% 23 $608

Instruction 12 75% 9 $243

Program 313 75% 235 $2,817

Contract/Reserved 1,050 40% 236 $5,985

Total 503 $9,653

Open Court Time 547 25% 107 $2,467

Unused Court Time 440

Total Use 1,405 43% 610 $12,120

Overall, the summer season experiences lower occupancy rates than the other three quarters. Vacations
and other competing recreational opportunities typically result in lower demand for tennis play and
majorly reduced indoor court use at most tennis facilities. In addition to the lower occupancy rates
there is also additional court capacity during the summer. This offers an opportunity for additional
programming including during the most popular peak periods. Youth programming in particular is an
important market segment that can be captured during the summer months for additional programming.
And, if successful, it can help TCM increase its occupancy and improve its profitability during the
summer quarter.

viii. Total Court Use Revenues
Based on these total daily revenue estimates, TCM weekly total revenues would be expected to be
approximately $19,730. As discussed previously, indoor court demand is generally considered relatively
stable and consistent between the Fall and Spring when outdoor court use is frequently not possible or
unreliable. Consequently, these revenue projections represent TCM’s revenue potentially for three
quarters of the year.

During the summer months, demand for indoor court use is generally weaker as players use outdoor
courts for their personal play (see section below). The summer season projected weekly court sales
performance is estimated to be approximately $12,000. This corresponds to approximately 61 percent of
the TCM’s non-summer weekly court revenue projection of $19,730.

Table 8 shows the total quarterly and annual court use revenues projected for TCM under the revised
Base Scenario (i.e., URS’s modified TA scenario).
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Table 8: Projected Quarterly Court Use Revenues by Use Type

Use Type Fall Winter Spring Summer Annual

Leagues $79,162 $79,162 $79,162 $7,898 $245,384

Instruction $43,025 $43,025 $43,025 $3,159 $132,234

Program $43,025 $43,025 $43,025 $36,621 $165,696

Contract/Reserved $71,386 $71,386 $71,386 $77,805 $291,963

Unused/Open $19,890 $19,890 $19,890 $32,072 $91,742

Total $256,487 $256,487 $256,487 $157,554 $927,016

D.Other Revenues

i. Tennis Center Membership Sales
Membership sales are typically an important component of any sports-related facility’s price schedule
and operations. Membership provides a consistent source of revenue for a facility and can help create a
dedicated community of users who are more likely to use and support the facility. Memberships are also
paid in advance (either on a monthly basis or for up to a year’s dues) and therefore stabilize the
facility’s cash flow. As a result, it is generally advantageous for a facility to keep their membership as
high as possible, while still being able to maintain its service quality and adequate court availability.

The membership fee and its benefits of being a member play an important role determining the number
of members that a facility can attract. The proposed annual membership rates are as follows, and
generally lower than competing facilities in the region.

 Individual: $180
 Family: $360

Principal membership benefits consist of:

 Free Outdoor Court Use
 Member Only Special Events [URS added]
 Advance Booking Privileges [URS added]
 Training Center and Fitness Equipment Use [URS added]

The tennis center pass would not offer reduced court fees but instead offer other benefits such as
advance court reservation privileges. As such the program would operate similar to those typically
imposed by most private tennis facilities except that participation would be voluntary and not required
for court use. As such, the proposed tennis center pass program would be a source of supplemental
revenue for the facility. The program will aim to encourage engagement with the facility and social
interactions between members that may also increase play at TCM that would otherwise not occur.

The TA Business Plan estimated annual membership at 600 people, with a maximum of 1,000 people.
Although 600 members is likely attainable in the near term, it is nonetheless 50 percent higher than the
400 membership goal TA recommended in its initial market demand analysis (Officer 2014) (TA Business
Plan Appendix). In any case, the tennis center pass program is projected to generate positive annual net
revenues for the TCM.
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ii. Instruction and Program Fees
Instructional and programmed use of the courts typically will generate supplemental fee revenues for
the facility in addition to its revenues from hourly court fees. It is this additional revenue that makes
instruction and programming one of the most profitable court uses.

Demand for instruction and program use is generally consistently strong during the regular operating
season for the indoor courts (i.e., throughout most of the fall through spring seasons). However, during
the summer, demand changes and is typically reduced for non-youth activities. Consequently, the two
regular (non-summer) and summer seasons are analyzed separately below.

Regular Season (Non-Summer)

The amount of the supplemental revenue payment to the facility is generally negotiated with the
instructor and may vary depending on the level of involvement/support by the facility (e.g., from
promotion, referrals or booking assistance). The facility may require a set fee or agree to profit-share of
the net revenues (after the instructor’s base wage and court use fees are subtracted). While a set fee
will be easier to manage, a revenue-sharing arrangement will offer a higher risk/reward opportunity
that enables the facility greater financial compensation from fully booked classes and programs.

Instructional and programmed use for group lessons (both adult and junior), clinics and tournament
training typically consists of between 4 and 6 players on each court. With 4 being the minimum and 6
the largest group size, an average of five players per court is assumed. Based on rate comparisons with
comparable tennis facilities in the region, the players currently pay between $17 and $27 per hour for
instruction or program classes. For the purpose of the TCM revenue analysis a $20 per hour session price
is assumed for both peak and non-peak periods. Consequently, each hour of instruction or programming
can be expected to yield $100 of sales.

Generally, one instructor will be required for each court (although youth instruction classes may be able
to be run with two courts per instructor). As result the average net revenue for each instruction and
program session will be $33/$43 per hour after the instructor wage ($35 per hour) and court rental fees
($32/$22 per hour) are netted out. This $33 per hour net revenue represents the session’s profit that
will generally be shared between the instructor and facility. Assuming a 50-50 split in profit sharing, on
each hour of program court use will result total earnings of $52 per hour wage for the instructor. The
facility would receive additional supplement revenues of $16.50 in addition to its $32/$22 per hour for
the court rental.

Based on the 218 hours of projected weekly instructional and programmed court use, net revenues of
$7,525 are estimated, which is to be shared equally by the facility and instructor. TCM would earn
$3,762 per week at the projected level of programming and instruction. Detailed projected court use for
TCM’s instructional and programmed use with its associated revenue generation potential is in
Appendix E.

The revenues presented above are based on a five-person average class size. However, with good
marketing it is possible that the maximum class size of six students can be attained for the majority
projected hours of programmed and instructional use. This will generate total revenue of $120 per hour
and $53 of net revenue or profit. Assuming the same 50-50 split in profit sharing, there will be an
additional profit $10 for both the instructor and the facility. If a session is fully booked, the facility’s
revenues would be $26.50 per hour and the instructor would earn a total of nearly $62 per hour.
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Additionally, the revenues estimated here are based on 35 hours of projected court use for instruction
and programming on a typical weekday, and 20 hours for a weekend. Based on observations of planned
court use at other tennis facilities, TCM’s proposed court use allocation is typical. Princeton Tennis
Program also has 35 hours of programmed and instructional use on a weekday and similar levels for
weekends, and usually reaches maximum capacity of six students per court for most of its programs.

Summer Season

During the summer season, most programmed and instructional court use will likely occur on outdoor
courts. The rental fees for outdoor courts are lower, and consequently it is assumed that players will
also be charged lower fees for summer programming – especially since most summer instruction and
programming will be for youth players.

Based on rate comparisons with comparable tennis facilities in the region, the players at other facilities
currently pay up to $12 per hour for summer instruction and clinics and that price is used for the TCM
analysis. All other assumptions remain the same as stated above.

Each hour of summer programming is expected to generate an average $60 in total sales revenue. After
accounting for instructor wage and court rental fees, the net revenue for summer program use is
estimated to $13 per hour. Based on a similar 50:50 profit sharing between facility and instructor, TCM
would earn $6.50 per hour in supplemental revenues from summer programming on outdoor courts.

Note for simplicity all TCM instructors are assumed to operate as independent contractors. While
independent contractors typically account for a large proportion of instructors at most tennis facilities
use of facility staff or employed professional instructors could enable TCM to provide classes with at
lower labor cost and/or obtain all the net revenues. College Park Tennis Club for instance has salaried
instructors, who receive standard per hour wages and do not share in profits. Instructors at other
facilities such as Sport Fit, Orchard, Bare Hills receive a percentage of the profits earned from
programming and instruction.

An average base rate of $35 per hour of instructors is considered reasonable and as discussed above,
typically instructors can expect to receive additional payment for classes with five or six students.
However, generally, instructors will not expect to teach 40 hours a week but instead likely provide 30
hours a week of instruction.

iii. Tournaments and Special Events
Special events, such as social events and open tournaments are another source of revenue identified by
the TA Business Plan. Open tournaments can draw people from across the region to the facility,
especially is if they are sanctioned events. Tournaments and other special use events have been
identified as a likely market differentiator for TCM, and if successfully organized they can generate
some additional net revenues for the facility. The potential additional facility revenues would
potentially consist of either event hosting fees and/or court use surcharges.

Event hosting fees could be obtained from entry fee requirements for participants and/or admission
charges to attendees. Entry fee requirements for players would be very similar to court use surcharges
and in effect may differ primarily in the mechanism by which payment is obtained from players.
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Admission charges to attendees could similarly be collected either by TCM or the tournament organizer.
However, admission charges would likely be limited if they could be charged at all and attendance
would likely also be limited to perhaps a maximum of 150 attendees per day.

In either case, for the purposes of the Business Plan Update, only the net revenue benefit to TCM is
estimated. Consequently, it is only the additional revenue above the regular court sales that TCM would
otherwise obtain that is recognized as event related additional revenues. Also any additional hosting
costs incurred by TCM (e.g., extra staffing requirements) need to subtracted from the event revenues.

If court time could be sold to the event at $35 per hour instead of regular $32 for peak periods and $22
for non-peak hours, then TCM would gain net revenues of $3 per hour for the peak court hours and $13
for the non-peak court hours. Generally, an event would also be expected to cover any other court time
that would be lost during event set-up and “tear-down” – though the rates may be negotiable based on
typical court occupancy rates. For example, based on a $35 hour event court use fee, a 12 hour event
would likely generate approximately $608 in net court sale revenues for TCM.

Tournament events would also potentially include an additional benefit from sales gains of vacant court
time. Even given a healthy 88 percent average weekend occupancy, an event would likely ensure that
over its 12 hours, TCM would otherwise expect to have 11.5 hours of unsold court time (12 hours x 8
courts x 12 percent unsold). Consequently, at an average $28.67 per hour court rental (adjusted for
eight peak and four non-peak time), TCM would expect to also gain approximately $330 in additional
court rental revenues (note the event premium court sale revenue was included above).

Even assuming that TCM could host the event at a negligible cost (perhaps through the use of volunteer
staffing assistance), the likely maximum net revenues from the tournament would be $940 in court fees
and up to $1,500 in admission fees (at $10 per head and 150 attendees). In which case, special events
would potentially generate at most $29,280 in annual revenues. Low attendance or free events could
substantially reduce TCM revenues.

Consequently, while special events can provide TCM valuable marketing benefits and promotional
opportunities, they are not expected to be a significant revenue source. Given the risk and uncertainty
associated with successfully arranging and hosting these events, as a conservative assumption for the
revenue analysis these events are assumed to be revenue neutral and therefore no supplemental
revenues are projected for TCM’s operations from tournament and special event hosting.

iv. Outdoor Court Sales
TCM can also be expected to collect revenues from court rentals for its outdoor courts primarily during
the summer season. Outdoor court use may also be expected during the shoulder periods of late Spring
and early Fall. The ability to book TCM’s outdoor courts can be expected to be an important amenity for
many players. This can be expected to be a principal attraction for users over other public courts that
located closer to where they live. As a central focus of tennis activity, TCM should be an attractive
central meeting point for many players and offer opportunities for possible pick-up games or more last
minute meet up play.

As discussed in the Section III – Market Analysis, TCM’s cluster of six or more courts is relatively rare in
Anne Arundel County and provides opportunities to support league play and large group instruction.
Consequently, most indoor court use may be expected to shift to the outdoor courts during the summer.
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v. Other Sales
As discussed earlier, it is not recommended at least initially that TCM include a pro-shop, café or fitness
center amenities as additional retail or service enterprise. To the extent that these amenities can be
provide at a negligible additional labor cost (e.g., “behind the counter” tennis supply sales or self-
service training room), it would likely be beneficial for TCM to provide such additional non-court facility
uses. For example, access to the fitness equipment in the training center could be a membership benefit
that might be attractive to many players and might also be only lightly used.

Consequently, for the purposes of the revenue analysis no sales projections are included for any pro-
shop, café or fitness center operations in the Base Case scenario. Although an initial equipment cost is
included as part of TCM’s furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) costs, no labor or other operating
expenses for these operations are included in TCM’s financial analysis.

E. Total Annual Revenues
Table 9 provides a summary of all expected TCM revenues sources including both its court use sales and
non-court revenues (e.g., from instruction and program facility use).

Table 9: Projected Total Annual TCM Revenues

Type Revenue %

Court Use $927,000 77%

Supplemental Revenue (a) $276,800 23%

Program/Instruction $168,800

Memberships $108,000

Total Revenues (b) $1,203,800

Note: (a) Supplemental income from programmed and instructional court use and net revenues from membership dues.

(b) Total may not sum up exactly due to rounding.

TIA reported that a tennis facility on average earns 76 percent of its revenue from court use and
supplemental revenue from instruction and programming. Membership dues accounted for 24 percent of
total revenue and in many cases do not result in discounted rental rates. Comparison between TCM and
the industry average mix shows that TCM’s revenue model is consistent with the industry average.
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VI. Cost Analysis

A cost analysis was conducted to provide an estimate of the start-up costs and annual operation and
maintenance costs of TCM. The cost estimate prepared by TA was reviewed and used as a base for the
cost analysis. While most of the information from the TA cost estimate was incorporated into this cost
analysis, some of the values were revised, including adjusting features of the facility, revising staff
projections, and increasing the costs for selected items.

The cost analysis is divided into three different categories: startup, annual operation and maintenance,
and debt service. Startup costs include the cost of constructing the facility and “soft costs” that cover
non-construction activities and making the facility usable for tennis (e.g., permits, office furniture,
sport specific equipment). Annual operation and maintenance costs are expenses that it takes to run a
facility (e.g., staff labor costs, utility costs, insurance and depreciation). Debt service is the cost of
repaying debt that was incurred during startup of the facility.

The Business Plan Update researched other tennis operations both within and outside the region to
identify and evaluate tennis facilities whose operations were potential models for TCM. TA
representatives identified TennisPlex and College Park Tennis Centers as good examples of similar tennis
facilities in the region. The Princeton Tennis Program (NJ) was also identified as a possible model
operation.

A. Development Costs

The development costs are comprised of both the construction and soft costs necessary to build the
facility and prepare it for operations. In addition to these capital expenditures, for the purposes of the
Business Plan Update it also includes the costs for securing sufficient cash reserves to maintain its cash
flow during TCM’s initial operating period. These development costs are discussed in more detail below.

i. Construction Costs

The construction of the facility includes the engineering and design services, earthwork, building
materials, equipment and labor to construct the facility. Generally, “hard” costs represent site
expenses incurred during the project’s construction phase and are directly related to the construction
activity. Hard costs can typically be more readily identified and estimated than “soft” costs, whose
actual cost may be more contingent on other factors or variable based on their selected quality. Table
10 presents TCM’s preliminary construction “hard” costs estimates.

The tennis facility specific costs total $5.2 million and account for 87 percent of the construction “hard
cost” expenses. Another $750,000 of expenses are for general site improvements (e.g., utility access,
parking). The contingency cost of 10 percent ($595,000) is low but considered reasonable given the
facility’s standard design and its limited site dependencies.
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Table 10: Construction Costs

Building $1,425,000

Indoor Courts $2,800,000

Outdoor Courts $470,000

Outdoor Lighting (a) $495,000

Site Improvements $350,500

Utilities $400,000

Contingency (10%) $594,050

Total - Construction $6,534,550

Note: (a) Facility costs include cost of building, indoor and outdoor
courts, outdoor lighting, exhibition court and pavilions.

Source: TA 2015

No interest during construction cost has been applied since it is also assumed that design and
construction should be possible with a relatively short (i.e., 24 to 30 month) time period. Furthermore,
it would be expected that pre-construction planning costs would be non-debt funded (e.g., using grant
or donated funds).

It is proposed that Anne Arundel County fund the general site improvements while the tennis facility
costs would be generally funded by non-County sources. Section VII – Development Approach discusses
possible partnership options for the County and the facility developer/operator. Section X – Funding
Strategy provides an initial discussion of possible funding sources and mechanism that might be used for
TCM’s development.

ii. Other Development Costs

The facility’s “soft” costs will include both the initial planning-related expenses (e.g., design,
permitting and legal costs) and purchases of items (e.g., tenant build-out and contents) that make the
facility appropriate for tennis use. These non-planning items are generally referred to as furniture,
fixtures and equipment (FF&E) and are the movable furniture, fixtures, or other equipment that have no
permanent connection to the structure of a building or utilities. These are important cost items which
may depreciate substantially. FF&E expenses are generally incurred after most of the facility’s
construction has been completed.

Table 11 presents a preliminary estimate of TCM’s expected major soft cost expenses. The total cost for
TCM’s planning related expenses is estimated to be approximately $891,000, which is over 91 percent of
the total soft cost expense. FF&E for TCM is estimated at $74,000.
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Table 11: Other Development Costs

Land Acquisition $0

Legal $327,000

Design/Engineering $523,000

Compliance $41,000

FF&E $74,000

Utility Connection $10,000

Total - Other Development $975,000

Source: TA 2015

iii. Operating Funds
Cash flow is typically a necessary element for most businesses short-term viability and long-term
success. Especially during a new business’s initial start-up period, a business will need adequate cash or
an available line of credit so that it can cover its operating costs and any unforeseen expenses until it
has established its customer base and revenues sufficiently. Furthermore, until a business is well-
established it will be unlikely to be able to negotiate the most favorable credit terms with its suppliers.

Most businesses allocate a portion of its revenues as reserve funds so that it can readily manage
fluctuations in its expenses or sales. However, it will generally take time for the business to generate
net revenues that can be retained in reserve.

Undercapitalization is typically one of the primary causes for new businesses to fail. Even if a new
business is profitable, if it does not have sufficient operating cash it can be forced to cease its
operations.

The operating cash requirements vary between business types. However, generally it is recommended
that new businesses have adequate cash reserves to maintain their businesses for three to six months so
that it can have adequate time to establish itself in the market. Businesses which can obtain advance
customer payments (e.g., contract court reservations) may be able to operate with more limited
operating cash than other types of businesses (e.g., retailers which must maintain inventory stock or
manufacturers that must wait for completed sales of its products).

For the TCM Business Plan Update, an initial operating cash amount equivalent to approximately four
months of its operating expenses is recommended as reasonable for the new facility’s cash flow.
Consequently, an operating cash requirement of $500,000 is included to cover potential facility
expenses until its revenue stream is achieved.

It is worth noting that operating businesses may be able to secure a line of credit that can ensure access
to additional cash. While the business will incur a cost for this funding service, it can reduce the cash
reserves that the business has to maintain. Such line of credit arrangements will be more readily
available for businesses with assets or equity that lenders can be assured will enable them to recoup any
loaned funds. Established commercial operator/developers will likely have greater access to line of
credit funding than an independent or non-profit operator/developer would be able to obtain.
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iv. Total Development Cost

Table 12 summarizes the TCM estimated total development cost (including 10 percent contingency for
construction hard costs). Construction of the TCM facility is estimated to cost $7.5 million and the
facility is expected to require $0.5 million in initial operating funds to support its cash flow needs –
especially during its start-up period over its first year of operation. The total development cost for TCM
is projected to be approximately $8.0 million and is the capital expenditure that will need to be funded.

Table 12: Total Development Cost

Item Cost

Construction Costs $6,535,000

Soft Costs $975,000

Operating Funds $500,000

Total $8,010,000

Source: TA 2015

B. Operation and Maintenance Costs
The operation and maintenance costs are comprised of personnel, utility and other regular expenses for
operating the facility. Each of the facility’s major expense categories are discussed below in detail.

i. Personnel
Labor will be TCM largest expense. As shown in Appendix C, the reported number of staff employed by
a typical tennis facility averages 10.9 employees for operations with retail and 9.3 for those without a
pro-shop operation (TIA CoDB). The majority (5.5 positions) of employment consists of instruction staff
while managers account for a total of two positions (including Head professional). The remaining staff
are for administrative and maintenance support. Under this staffing plan, instructional staff will likely
assist also with some operational duties (e.g., “front desk” duties).

Total payroll, including salaries, wages and employee benefits is on average 41.7 percent of a club’s
total revenue according to IHRSA. TIA reports that employee wages will typically account for a third of
the facility’s operating budget.

The TA Business plan proposed several management positions and appears to budget for only two
support staff positions. However, TCM is expected to be open for public use up to 16 hours per day on
weekdays and at least 12 hours daily on weekends. Consequently, at least two shifts of operating staff
will be necessary with additional operating staff required over the weekend. Therefore, the number of
support staff was increased to five, which is still considered low. In addition, the single position of
Executive Director was eliminated and the managerial duties were distributed between the Tennis
Director and other staff. However, if deemed necessary the Executive Director position can later be
added. While, the Executive Director position would likely also be a valuable addition for TA’s own
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organizational development these activities are separate from the needs and responsibilities for
management of the TCM. Consequently, the expenses for the TA organizational duties should be
excluded as labor expenses for the TCM.

Most comparable tennis facilities employ two or three management staff as well as one or two front
desk managers and up to 10 instructors (both full and part time). Only Mercer County Tennis Center
reported employing a full time maintenance person.

As discussed in more detail for the Section V.D.ii – Instruction and Program, for the purposes of the
Business Plan Update it has been assumed that all instructors would be employed as independent
contractors and consequently would not be on the facility’s payroll. Compensation for the instructors
has been “netted out” and TCM’s related earnings correspondingly shown as the facility’s supplement
and court rental fees (i.e., gross sales of the instruction and programs are not included in the revenue
estimates). Additional analysis has been performed to estimate TCM revenue enhancement potential
from providing a majority of instruction and programming “in house” with salaried instructors. The
analysis is presented in Appendix L.

The labor cost expense for TCM have been increased from the previous TA estimates as its salaries were
considered too low for a metropolitan area in the mid-Atlantic area. Table 13 presents the revised
annual personnel roster and cost estimate for TCM’s proposed operations.

Table 13: TCM Projected Staffing and Labor Costs

Position Annual Payroll

Tennis Director $120,000

Events Coordinator $60,000

Facilities and Operation Manager $80,000

Tennis Professionals (a) $0

Support Staff (5 staff) $200,000

Total Raw Salaries $460,000

Fringe Benefits 33%

Total Personnel Expenses $612,000

Note: (a) All instruction provided by independent contractors.

ii. Facility and Operating Expenses
Annual operating expenses were estimated for TCM. The operating expenses are based on the estimates
provided by the TA. The expenses were reviewed and revised as appropriate, such as increasing the cost
for both utilities and marketing. In addition, credit card processing fees (estimated at 3.5 percent of
TCM revenues) have also been included as a likely operational expense. Table 14 provides a revised
estimate of the annual operating expenses.
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Table 14: Annual Operating Expenses

Item TA Annual Cost URS Base Case

Maintenance/Janitorial $39,800 $80,000

Utilities $98,000 $130,000

Insurance $12,000 $40,000

Marketing $8,000 $25,000

Office and Equipment $13,200 $21,000

Depreciation/Replacement $0 $100,000

Credit Card Fees $0 $40,000

Total $171,000 $436,000

Assuming that TCM would be operating as a non-profit on County property land, no taxes were budgeted
in the cost analysis. In addition, if run as a non-profit, there would be no profit or management fee
expenses. However, if a private operator is contracted to manage the facility, the operator would
expect to earn a management fee. While negotiable, the fee would likely be between 5 and 10 percent
of the facility’s gross sales. For TCM this would potentially be an additional operating expense of
between $60,000 to $120,000 that would correspondingly reduce the TCM net revenue earnings.

iii. Debt Repayment
Debt repayment is the annual cost to repay any loan funding for TCM’s development. The amount of
debt the operator would be responsible for will depend on the amount of Anne Arundel County financial
support, outside donations, as well as any capital grants that are received. If TCM operates as a non-
profit then the full amount of its net revenue earnings (i.e., earnings before interest, taxes, and
amortization) would be available for repaying the facility’s construction cost.

C. Cost Analysis Summary
Table 15 summarizes both TCM’s projected development cost and its annual operating and maintenance
costs.
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Table 15: Cost Analysis Summary

Category Cost

Development Costs

Construction Costs $6,535,000

Soft Costs $975,000

Operating Funds $500,000

Total $8,010,000

Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs

Labor $612,000

Facility and Operating Expenses $436,000

Total (a) $1,048,000
Note: (a) Debt repayment will be determined by TCM’s future EBITA.
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VII. Development Approach

It is intended that TCM would be constructed and operated under a public-private partnership between
Anne Arundel County and an outside operator. Private sector involvement in the project is expected to
contribute numerous important elements towards TCM development and successful operations,
including:

• Provide the experience, expertise and interest to design, develop and operate a high-quality
tennis center that will serve users’ recreational demand;

• Management by experienced tennis professionals will ensure cost-effective and user-responsive
operations;

• Adequate public funding for full development of TCM by the County is highly unlikely due to
current and foreseeable economic and budget conditions;

• Private developer/operator will have greater ability to pursue construction funding from private
donors, corporate sponsorships and commercial lenders; and

• Potential involvement of a local non-profit tennis organization should ensure greater local
tennis community involvement and support.

• Cost of hiring (e.g., travel and lodging for applicants)

While private sector involvement is intended, County support and participation is expected to be critical
for TCM’s successful development. At a minimum, Anne Arundel County support for the project would
include:

• No/low cost long term (20 or 30 year minimum) land lease commitment; and

• County provided site infrastructure (utility, roadway, and other necessary site improvements).

Depending on the capabilities of the outside operator, Anne Arundel County could provide additional
support towards TCM development and subsequent operations through a variety of other means,
including:

• Support and assistance in grant applications;

• Coordinated pursuit of state funding allocations;

• Assistance / sponsorship of local public bond funding;

• Additional financial contributions to facility construction; and

• Assistance supporting facility maintenance and operation.
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VIII. Marketing Outreach / Strategy

Successful public outreach and marketing of the TCM will be an important component for its operational
and financial success. Development of a detailed facility specific marketing strategy should occur as
facility construction nears completion so that marketing and promotion efforts can be selected and
implemented adequately in advance of the facility’s opening.

An effective marketing strategy needs to raise public awareness of the facility within its primary user
groups. These promotion efforts can be used to encourage facility use, retain core users and maintain
membership. Marketing outreach and promotion can also be expected to be particularly important
during the facility’s initial start-up phase as it needs to raise public awareness, differentiate itself from
other competing facilities and encourage players to become frequent users of the facility. The following
are identified as current practices by tennis facility operators and are expected to be key components of
TCM’s marketing efforts:

 Use of advertising, social media and promotional events;

 Tennis director typically must play an important role in marketing the facility and attracting
users;

 Online reservations and customer outreach is increasingly used by tennis facilities nationally.
The majority (59 percent) of facilities have tennis specific websites;

 Tennis facility websites generally provide programming information (91 percent) and a large
proportion allow on-line registration (44 percent) and payments (27 percent); and

 Approximately 50 percent of tennis facilities offer “match making” services using email (58
percent), online systems (16 percent) or staff telephone out reach (67 percent) or some other
means (21 percent). Nearly half reported having a telephone outreach program staffed with an
assigned full-time staff person.

Cost for sales and marketing within the general recreational and fitness industry average $118.65 per
member. Marketing spending varies by club type, but is most affected by the facility size. Marketing
spending by smaller facilities (e.g., less than 20,000 square feet) average $88.26 per member while
larger clubs (over 60,000 square feet) typically spend more than twice as much ($197.59 per member)
proportionately on their sales and marketing costs (IHRSA). This higher marketing cost rate is partly the
result of the greater importance for larger facilities to increase their market presence to support their
businesses than smaller operators that can be more locally focused and can be sustained by a small
customer base.

The TA Business Plan budgeted $8,000 for marketing and promotion, which is considered insufficient to
meet TCM’s marketing needs. Applied to URS’s reduced 400 membership estimates, the general
recreational average would suggest marketing spending of approximately $47,000 per year. While this
might be more reasonable during TCM’s start-up phase, as discussed in the Section VI – Cost Analysis
URS budgets annual spending of $25,000 for the facility once it is established. This amount is
comparable to current reported spending by other interviewed facilities (e.g., Princeton Tennis
Program).
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IX. Pro Forma Findings

Both the revenue analysis (Section V) and cost analysis (Section VI) are performed in terms of 2015
dollars. Consequently, no adjustments to the show values have been made to represent effects of
inflation that otherwise will increase the nominal values of TCM’s revenues and costs when they are
actually received or paid in the future.

Table 16 provides the summary income pro forma for TCM between 2018 and 2028. In addition to
showing TCM’s expected total revenues and costs, the pro forma shows both TCM expected Earnings
Before Interest Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)6 and its net income7 after its loan repayment expenses
are netted out.

A. URS Base Case Scenario

i. Operational Sustainability
TCM is projected to generate annual net revenues (EBITA) of approximately $156,000 given the URS Base
Scenario’s revenue and cost assumptions. The majority of TCM’s revenues are expected from its court
sales ($927,000). In addition TCM is also expected to obtain supplemental revenues of approximately
$277,000 per year from both instruction/programming fees and membership fees.8 No other significant
revenues are projected from TCM tournament or non-court amenities.

TCM projected positive net revenues from its operations suggests that once established, the facility
should be able to more than cover its expected operating costs.

ii. Debt Capacity
While TCM may be expected to generate sufficient revenues to support its day-to–day operations, it will
have only a limited ability to repay its initial construction cost. If TCM is operated as a non-profit it may
be expected that nearly all its net revenue earnings could be used for debt repayment (both interest
and principal). However, if TCM is instead managed as a for-profit business a substantial portion of its
net revenues would need to be spent to pay business taxes and to compensate the operator (i.e.,
ensuring it receives an adequate profit/fee for its efforts).

It is expected that a major portion of TCM facility development cost would be funded through a
combination of private donations, grant funding and an initial capital contribution by Anne Arundel
County. However, it is estimated that TCM would also be able to make annual debt payments towards
repaying a portion of its original development cost.

6
EBITA or net revenue is total revenue minus its total operating and maintenance expenses (including depreciation).

7
Net income is net revenue minus its debt expense. Net income for TCM is $0 as all net revenue will be used for debt

repayment.
8

It is assumed that all TCM instructors operate as independent contractors (see Section V – Revenue Analysis). Limited
additional revenues might be possible if “on staff” instructors were instead employed and managed by TCM.
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Table 16: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS Base Use Scenario

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $695,262 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016

Supplemental Revenue (c) $207,595 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793

Total Revenues $902,857 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA (Net Revenues) ($144,943) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Net Income

Net Income (e) ($300,952) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes: Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for instruction and program use but may include net revenues for membership dues.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses.
(e) All EBITA used for loan repayment. Consequently, for stabilized operations net income is zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $1,866,860

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $1,575,957
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As shown in Table 16, the full amount of the TCM’s expected net revenues are assumed to be applicable
as debt service expense. Based on an expected $156,000 annual debt service capacity, TCM is estimate
to be able to support and pay down a 20 year bond (at a 3 percent real interest rate) that would be able
to fund approximately $1.9 million (23.8 percent) of its $8.0 million construction cost.9 If TCM instead
has to seek more costly commercial loan funding, TCM would be expected to borrow a maximum of $1.6
million in construction debt. Based on the analysis, development of TCM would not be financially viable
without the support of Anne Arundel County.

Consequently, if TCM could obtain the $1.9 million in bond funding the remaining $6.1 million would
need to be obtained from Anne Arundel County’s contribution, donations, and grant funding. The
potential funding strategy options are discussed in more detail in Section X – Funding Strategy. But
given the County’s preliminary proposed $1 million contribution to fund the necessary site improvements
and utilities infrastructure, it would therefore be expected that $5.1 million would need to be raised by
the project’s capital campaign.

iii. Start-Up Phase
TCM’s operations can be expected to reach a steady state once its business is fully established. While
changes in market demand or other competing facilities might result in changes to TCM’s actual
financial performance, all else being equal TCM might be expected to operate with a stable level of use,
revenues, and costs. Consequently, the financial projections for the years after TCM is fully established
will be same (since their values are shown in 2015 dollar terms).

For the purposes of the Business Plan Update, it is assumed that TCM would be able to “ramp up” its
business after its initial year of operation. During that first year, revenues are estimated to be 75
percent of its expected stabilized operations. It is arguable that a slower and more extended
development of TCM should be expected. However, given the current underserved market within the
Anne Arundel County and effective marketing, TCM’s business development could be relatively rapid.

As shown in Table 20, TCM is expected to operate at a loss of approximately $126,000 (excluding debt
service) during its first year of business but would then reach its steady state of revenues in its second
year of operation. While it may take time for TCM court sales to develop, most of the facility’s
operating expenses are expected to be fixed irrespective of the level of the facility’s court use. It is
possible that the facility might obtain some utility cost savings or operate with a smaller staff to reduce
the facility’s expected first year expenses and loss. However, typically new businesses need to
demonstrate and ensure a quality of service that will attract users to the facility. Consequently,
understaffing can potentially discourage business growth. Furthermore, TCM might incur additional
marketing and promotion expenses during the start-up phase.

The budgeted working capital allowance is intended to provide sufficient operating cash for the facility
as it works to build its membership, league and contract sales.

9
This estimate assumes that TCM’s operating capital would be sufficient to both cover the initial year’s expected initial

net income loss of $274,000 (i.e. the combined $126,000 net revenue loss and the annual $148,000 debt service cost). If
not then TCM’s loan borrowing capacity would need to be reduced slightly to account for its start-up expenses.
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B. Other Scenarios Analyzed
The intent of the Base Case Scenario is to provide a representation of TCM’s likely financial
performance. The Scenario assumes that the facility will be well managed and operates at a better than
average level. However, the Scenario also represents the expected average financial performance for
the facility once its operations are fully established and stabilized. While TCM’s annual performance is
represented by constant revenues and costs, some variation above and below the projected level would
naturally be expected to occur.

As part of the Business Plan Update, other scenarios were developed for comparison and to assess the sensitivity of
the pro forma results under difference revenue and cost assumptions.

The alternative scenario analysis focused on modified revenue conditions to evaluate the sensitivity of
TCM financial performance and debt service capacity as the facility’s court fee structure, use allocation
and occupancy rates will be three key and inter-related variables influencing TCM’s financial
performance. Furthermore, given the complexity of the numerous segmentations in facility pricing and
demand both by use type (e.g., league, instruction etc.) and by timeslot (e.g., peak and non-peak use,
weekday and weekend day, summer and non-summer seasons), there is greater variability in potential
revenues outcomes for the facility.

By contrast, TCM cost outcomes and the implications of any cost changes are far easier to evaluate. In
most cases, changes in TCM cost factors will readily translate in to net revenue effects. For example, if
an operating cost item is expected to increase by $60,000 (e.g., based on a revised utility cost
estimate), the net revenue (or EBITA) projection will correspondingly decrease by $60,000 as will the
facility’s projected annual debt repayment potential. Revisions to TMC’s construction or other
development cost items can be readily assessed to determine the corresponding change in the facility’s
funding needs and necessary annual loan repayment.

i. TA Business Plan Scenario
As discussed, TA’s Business Plan estimates, assumptions, and projections have been carefully reviewed
and analyzed. URS’s Base Case Scenario is largely based on the TA initial analysis although several of the
assumptions and projections have been adjusted - in most case to more conservatively represent TCM’s
operating performance.

TA’s Business Plan forecast TCM revenues for both using market rates (Scenario A) and proposed lower
Tennis Center Rates (Scenario B). As discussed in more detail in Section V – Revenue Analysis, the
modifications included changes to the TCM court rates, use allocation, and occupancy projections.
Adjustments were also made to the elements of the membership program and in expected facility
compensation for instruction and programs.

Changes to the cost assumptions were only made to the annual operating costs where TCM’s labor cost
were increased by $169,000 (38 percent) to account for additional support staff needs and higher salary
rates. Approximately $265,000 in other additional annual operating and maintenance costs and
replacement expenses were also added. TCM’s utility cost was increased by $32,000 (32.7 percent
increase). Similarly, increases in TCM’s insurance ($28,000), marketing ($17,000) and office and
equipment ($7,800) annual expenses were also added. Finally, a $40,000 bank charge cost was also
added to account for expected credit card processing fees.
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TA’s previous Tennis Center Rates scenario (Scenario B) is provided in Appendix K with its results shown
using the same approach as that followed for the URS Base Case Scenario analysis to facilitate the
differences in assumptions and results between Scenarios. Although there are minor differences in the
some of the revenue and cost item allocations, overall the TA Tennis Center Rates Scenario is generally
consistent with the information and findings shown in TA’s Business Plan (January 2015).

ii. Low and High Use Revenue Scenarios
Both a “Low Use” and “High Use” variant to the Base Case were developed to estimate the resulting
changes in the financial projections for TCM. Appendix K provides detailed tables comparing the Base
Case with both the TA Tennis Center Rates Scenario and the Low/High variants. Under the Low Use
Scenario, the Base Case court fee rates were unchanged but its membership prices were decreased to
match TA’s rates of $175 for standard individual and $240 for standard family memberships.

Under the High Use Scenario court fee rates were increased slightly to $38 (peak) and $25 (non-peak)
per hour for closer to market rate prices. Its membership prices were also increased slightly from the
Base Case Scenario to $275 for standard individual and $450 for standard family memberships.

The use allocations for the Low and High Case Scenarios are the same as that for the Base Case.
However, the future occupancy projections were changed. Table 17 shows a comparison in the
occupancy rates assumptions between all for Scenarios.

Table 17: Occupancy Rate Assumptions by Scenario

TA URS

Use Type Tennis Ctr Rates Base Case Low Use High Use

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

League 100% 100% 90% 90% 80% 80% 100% 100%

Instruction 95% 95% 80% 80% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Program 75% 75% 80% 80% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Contract 80% 80% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Reserved 50% 50% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Events 75% 75% - - - - - -

Open - - 20% 30% 10% 20% 25% 40%

Total 83% 73% 82% 81% 73% 74% 85% 85%

As can be seen in Table 17, under the Low Use Scenario future league, instruction, program and open
use occupancy rates are assumed to decrease by 10 percentage points (i.e., 90 percent to 80 percent for
league play). Under the high use scenario league use was increased to full occupancy (which is the same
as the TA Scenario assumption) and the open court occupancy is assumed to increase from the Base Case
conditions by 5 percentage points for peak use and 10 percentage points for non-peak use. The
comparatively greater occupancy decrease for the Low Use Scenario reflects the unchanged court rental
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fee rate. Similarly, the comparatively more modest increase in occupancy reflects the slightly higher
court rental fee rate assumed for the scenario.

Table 18 provides Low and High Case Scenarios for comparison and to assess the sensitivity of the pro
forma results under their difference revenue assumptions. The cost assumptions for both Scenarios are
exactly the same as those used in the Base Case Scenario.

The comparative analysis is presented in Table 18 to show the difference in revenues, costs and debt
support for each scenario. The comparative results shown in the table are for TCM operating as an
established facility with stable annual revenue and costs (i.e., Year 2019 or later).

Table 18: Net Income Comparison by Operating Scenario

Item TA – Tennis Ctr Rates URS - Base URS - Low URS - High

Revenue

Court Use $942,800 $927,000 $832,100 $1,099,200

Supplemental Revenue $264,500 $276,800 $232,000 $334,300

Program/Instruction $102,000 $168,800 $149,000 $199,300

Memberships $133,400 $108,000 $83,000 $135,000

Other $29,100 $0 $0 $0

Total Revenues $1,207,000 $1,204,000 $1,064,000 $1,434,000

Costs

Labor $442,800 $611,800 $611,800 $611,800

Operating Expenses $171,000 $436,000 $436,000 $436,000

Debt Service $324,000 $156,000 $16,238 $386,000

Total Costs $937,800 $1,204,000 $1,064,000 $1,434,000

Net Income $269,500 $0 $0 $0

Estimated Maximum Debt Capacity

20 Year Bond (3%) $1,867,000 $194,300 $4,616,000

20 Year Commercial Loan (5%) $1,576,000 $164,000 $3,897,000

X. Funding Strategy

Funding TCM’s construction is expected to require a combination of funding sources including grants,
private donations, bonds, and commercial loans. Table 19 presents a potential funding strategy from
the TA Business Plan, which would consist of: (1) Equity contribution by TA of $1.8 million (22.5
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percent); (2) County contribution of $1.0 million (12.5 percent); (3) Private Donations of $900,000 (11.2
percent); (4) State grant funding of $0.7 million (8.7 percent); and (5) loans of $3.47 million (45.1
percent). The presented funding approach is for illustrative purposes only, and does not reflect any firm
commitments by the listed agencies and funding sources.

TA’s preliminary analysis proposed that TCM could secure $2 million of state bond funding and also
obtain commercial loans of $1.6 million. The specific lending sources and loan terms for these loans
were not identified. Similarly, the terms of TA equity contribution were unclear but in the absence of
any assigned debt repayment, TA’s equity contribution is assumed to represent the collected donations
from its planned TCM capital campaign.

Table 19: Projected TCM Funding Sources – TA Business Plan

Item Amount %

Tennis Alliance Equity $1,800,000 22.5%

Anne Arundel County Parks and Rec $1,000,000 12.5%

In-kind Donors $500,000 6.2%

Partners $400,000 5.0%

MD Grants $700,000 8.7%

MD Bonds $2,000,000 25.0%

Commercial Loan (a) $1,610,000 20.1%

Total $8,010,000 100.0%

Note: (a) Loan amount increased from original $1.3 million to account for higher construction cost.

URS expects that a similar funding mix will be necessary for TCM successful development and long-term
financial sustainability since the TCM’s net revenue potential will be limited and unable to support debt
service for the TCM’s full development cost.

Consequently, private individual (or possibly institutional donations) will be an essential component for
TCM’s successful development. In addition, county and state funding assistance (both in the form of
grant contributions and low interest loans) will be important funding sources. Due to their higher cost
and difficulty in securing, loans from commercial lenders will be the least favorable potential source for
TCM construction funding. It is also possible that private loans could perhaps be obtained from wealthy
benefactors with the capital resources to provide “up-front” funding willing to accept repayment by
TCM from its net revenue earnings.

The following section briefly describes issues, possibly sources and representative terms under which the
TCM might reasonably expect to be able to obtain as funding assistance for TCM’s construction. Finally,
URS’s pro forma results for three representative TCM operating scenarios are discussed with
corresponding proposed funding strategies and possible options for enhancing TCM’s financial
performance/debt capacity.

Note the potential funding source options may also vary depending on development approach and
agreement between Anne Arundel County and the developer/operator (discussed previously in
Section VII – Development Approach). However, it is premature in TCM development process and
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beyond the Business Plan Update scope for any specific analysis of possible partnership approaches and
their financial implications.

A. Private Donations / Corporate Underwriting
Private and/or corporate donor fundraising will be a necessary and primary component of the TCM
construction funding strategy. Other past arts and recreational projects in the region have relied heavily
on private funding for their development.

 Private donations contributed more than half of the construction cost for the Annapolis
Children’s Theater (ACT) building developed on County land in Bay’s Head Park. While full
facility ownership was transferred to the County, ACT has a no-cost lease for minimum of 20
years (with renewal options).

 Montgomery County’s SoccerPlex obtained 61 percent ($17.3 million) of its initial project
development cost of $28.1 million from private funding. Although the facility has faced past
major revenue shortfalls, its non-profit operator (Maryland Soccer Foundation) has been able to
stabilize its financial situation with the assistance of a $6 million donation support from John
and Maureen Hendricks and their Hendricks Charitable Foundation.

Donor funding for the project is initially targeted to be $2.7 million or approximately 33 percent of the
TCM’s total development. Fundraising this amount will likely require a dedicated and effective Capital
Fundraising Campaign. Although an ambitious fundraising challenge, the amount should be possible.

It may be expected that private individuals will be the easiest donor group to identify and contact.
However, major employers in the County could also be possible capital donors or sponsors. Successful
corporate donations will not only require effective fundraising outreach but will need to identify
appropriate branding linkages. Consequently, major businesses in the County such as Northrop Grumman
(with Headquarters in Northern Anne Arundel County), Rockwell Collins (Annapolis) or Fort Meade may
not be promising candidates. However, it is possible that despite their location at the edge of TCM’s
market area, other distribution businesses such as Under Armour, Pea Pod or Cardinal Health might
consider funding assistance.

B. Grant Funding
Grants have the benefit of providing funding that would not require repayment. The federal government
offers several competitive grant funding programs that can be used to fund construction of recreation
facilities such TCM (e.g., USDA Rural Community Development Community Facility Grants and HUD’s
Small Cities Community Development Block Grant program). However, Anne Arundel County is likely
ineligible for both programs due to its population and socioeconomic conditions.

The State of Maryland funds and administers a variety of grant programs to assist municipalities in
implementing and financing public services. State Clearinghouse for Intergovernmental Assistance,
Maryland Department of Planning offers assistance with available grants and publishes the Red Book –
Catalog of State Assistance Programs.

The Tennis Center may qualify for grant funding through the Maryland Department of Natural Resources,
Program Open Space (POS). This program provides grants to local jurisdictions on an annual basis. POS
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does not distribute funds to private not-for-profit organizations; however the County’s ownership of the
land and possible investment in the Tennis Center may present opportunities for POS assistance

TCM’s best potential source for state grant funding will likely be through a submission of an individual
bond bill request to the Maryland state legislature. This legislative initiative process can be used to fund
individual local or non-State-owned capital projects that provide public benefits. Applicants can be
public, non-profit or private entities but projects seeking funding must be “shovel ready.” The bond
authorization bill has to be filed by members of the General Assembly and a wide variety of capital
projects compete annually for General Assembly approval. In 2014, more than half a dozen recreational
projects were funded statewide. Funding requests are not capped but most projects are funded
between $200,000 and $300,000. While several projects a year may be awarded more, a $500,000 bill
request may be considered a reasonable target amount for grant funding from the legislature.

Once it has completed its pre-construction planning and obtained the other funding necessary to be
“shovel ready” TCM could be a good candidate for state bond bill funding if it can obtain sufficient
public and legislative support.

Anne Arundel County also offers an annual grant program for non-profit organizations within the County.
The County Executive Community Support Grants program offers both capital and non-capital grants. In
its most recent funding award cycle, the County awarded 47 grants. While the majority of the awards
were relatively small ($25,000 or less), several organizations received larger grants (between $100,000
and $200,000). TCM may be able to apply for capital funding assistance and/or funding assistance for
specific community programming.

Other known institutional grant sources include USTA which offer grants to assist communities develop
or improve their tennis facilities under its Facility Assistance Services Program. However, the maximum
potential grant award is $20,000.

C. Bond Funding
The State of Maryland authorizes municipalities to borrow money for any proper public purpose and to
pledge their full faith and credit against repayment of general obligation bonds. Because the general
obligation bond is a secure investment instrument, municipalities receive favorable interest rates in
comparison to other bond classes or commercial loan. In addition, municipalities can issue a revenue
bond to finance a public project which generates revenues, usually in the form of user fees. Since the
municipality does not commit its full faith and credit, interest rates for revenue bonds tend to be higher
than for general obligation bonds. In both cases, these bonds can be tax-free which would lower their
interest rate and borrowing cost.

Successful bond funding could provide a low interest loan source for TCM’s construction. While there are
many types of bonds which can be structured in many ways, Anne Arundel County would most likely
need to seek and guarantee the bonds for TCM’s development. The County’s recent announced
“JumpStart Anne Arundel” capital funding program could also possibly provide an opportunity for capital
grant or loan funding for TCM.

For the Business Plan Update, it is assumed that $2,000,000 in bond funding is required. Bond loans
typically compound semi-annually. While interest rates and conditions will vary, under current financial
conditions a 4 percent nominal interest rate for a 20 year bond general obligation bond is considered
reasonable for TCM construction funding. Since the financial analysis is in current dollar terms, an
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adjusted real interest rate (i.e., without inflation) of 3 percent is used to estimate TCM’s expected bond
funding annual debt cost.

Table 20 shows the estimated annual debt payment necessary to repay a $1.0 million loan under a
variety of bond rates and loan periods. At a 3 percent real interest rate, a borrower would need to make
an annual payment of $66,854 for twenty years to repay the initial $1.0 million loan. Consequently, TCM
would need to be able to repay $133,708 per year to repay a $2.0 million construction loan under similar
loan conditions.

Table 20: Estimated Annual Bond Repayment Requirements

Tax Free Bond Annual Debt Service (per $1 Million)

Interest Rate 20 years 15 years 10 years

3% $66,854 $83,278 $116,491

4% $73,111 $89,300 $122,313

5% $79,672 $95,555 $128,294

Note: (a) Interest rate in real terms. Nominal interest rates would be approximately 2 “points” higher.

Putting aside risk considerations, under the current economic conditions, a 3 percent real interest
return on invested capital would be a relatively strong bond performance. Anne Arundel County’s
received a favorable AA+ rating from Fitch Ratings for its nearly $380 million in general obligation bonds
issued in March 2015. Recent municipal bond interest rates (nominal) have been between 3.5 and 3.6
percent which would correspond to at least a 2 percent real interest rate. Consequently, if Anne Arundel
County chose to provide capital funding for TCM’s construction, even at modest 3 percent loan
repayment terms for the facility, the County could expect to receive a return on its investment that
would exceed its likely cost of capital.

D. Loans
It is anticipated that if necessary commercial loans would be used to cover the remaining developments
costs that are not funded through other means (e.g., grants, donations, bonds). Commercial debt
financing should be minimized to improve the proposed tennis center’s financial sustainability.

Acquiring commercial loans for funding TCM will be more difficult and costlier than for most other
businesses due not only to the venture’s market and operating risks but also due to the restrictions on
the building’s use and value as loan collateral if the County retains land ownership of the site.

Commercial lenders will require that any other debt (including the County) would be subordinate to
theirs. Lenders would require at least 25 to 35 percent of existing equity in the loan be secured by
received donations and County contributions.

Loan terms will also be improved if the loan amount is reduced or the repayment period is decreased.
Commercial loans typically compound monthly resulting in a slightly higher effective rate than the
stated nominal or real interest rate. While a shorter loan period might improve the potential interest
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rate, the annual debt service would increase as the principal repayment will be amortized over a shorter
time period. TCM would be able to increase its debt funding potential if it can obtain a loan with a
longer repayment period.

Table 21 shows the estimated annual debt payment necessary to repay a $1.0 million commercial loan
under a variety of bond rates and loan periods. At a 5 percent real interest rate, a borrower would need
to make an annual payment of $73,111 for twenty years to repay the initial $1.0 million loan.
Consequently, TCM would need to be able to repay $146,222 per year to repay a $2.0 million
construction loan under similar loan conditions.

For this analysis, a 20-year loan period was used with a real interest rate of 5.0 percent. Commercial
loans typically compound monthly. If the loan amount is $1,470,000, the annual repayment cost would
be approximately $107,500.

Table 21: Estimated Annual Commercial Loan Repayment Requirements

Commercial Loan Annual Debt Service (per $1 Million)

Interest Rate (a) 20 years 15 years 10 years

5% $79,195 $94,895 $127,279

6% $85,972 $101,263 $133,225

7% $93,036 $107,859 $139,330

Note: (a) Interest rate in real terms. Nominal interest rates would be approximately 2 “points” higher.

The pool of potential lenders for TCM may be limited due to both the unfamiliar nature of its business
and the complications of its partnership and leasehold relationship with the County. Generally smaller
local community banks would be expected to be most likely potential lenders. Anne Arundel County’s
Economic Development Corporation’s lender network has 16 participating banks that would likely be the
most promising potential lenders for TCM.

It is also possible that TCM could arrange a loan from a private benefactor. Unlike a donation, the
benefactor would be repaid and therefore may be willing to provide greater capital funding assistance
than it would if its contribution is a gift.

E. Proposed Funding
The pro forma analysis in Section IX estimates TCM expected EBITA under three alternative scenarios. It
is assumed that if operated as a non-profit operation, TCM will have a minimal tax costs and no operator
profit would be need to be paid. As discussed previously, it is assumed that the full amount of its net
revenue earnings (i.e., EBITA) would be used to maximize repayment of the facility’s construction cost.
Consequently, TCM’s net income is shown as zero.

Based on the preliminary identified funding opportunities and constraints discussed above, Table 22
presents a potential funding approach for TCM under the three URS TCM operating scenarios.
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Table 22: Potential TCM Funding Sources – URS Operating Scenarios

URS - Base URS - Low URS- High

Item Amount Amount Amount

Total Funds Required $8,010,000 $8,010,000 $8,010,000

Potential Public + Private Contributions (a) $4,400,000 $4,400,000 $4,400,000

MD Bonds/Loan Requirement $3,610,000 $3,610,000 $3,610,000

Maximum Est. Bond Loan Amount (b) $1,867,000 $194,000 $4,616,000

Funding Shortfall / Bond Requirement $1,743,000 $3,416,000 ($1,006,000)

Note: (a) Includes assumed $1.0 million of Anne Arundel County funding for site improvements and $0.5 million MD Grant support.

(b) Maximum Estimated Loan Amount based on 20-year Tax Free Bond @ 3%.

TA’s preliminary Business Plan analysis previously proposed that TCM would secure $3.6 million in bonds
and/or commercial loans to fund the facility’s construction. However, based on the net revenue
earnings (EBITA), the maximum bond debt funding potential under the base use scenario would only be
$1.8 million. In which case, there will likely be a net shortfall of $1.8 million for the total development
costs of the facility, which will need to be funded using alternative sources. While TCM is expected to
successfully sustain its daily operations, construction of the facility will require additional private
donations, capital grants or Anne Arundel County financial support.

The alternative revenue scenarios suggest that, all else being equal, the amount of debt that could be
supported by TCM’s operations could vary significantly. In addition, preliminary analysis of greater in-
house provision of instruction could allow enhanced net revenue opportunities for TCM even under the
base use scenario. This alternative scenario provides a preliminary indication of net revenue
enhancement of $100,000 annually and additional bond debt funding capacity of $1.2 million.

However, as discussed before, under the current scenarios the facility is expected to cover its annual
operating costs and debt expenses, and there are no allowances for the facility to retain any net
revenues for unanticipated expenses (e.g., major repairs) or revenue weakness.

F. Possible Funding Alternative – Increased County Investment
Table 23 shows the proposed development cost share under a scenario where the County would
construct the outdoor courts and all site improvements. More detailed information on the specific cost
items is provided in Section VI – Cost Analysis.
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Table 23: Development Cost Share - Increased County Investment Alternative

Cost Item Total Tennis Alliance Anne Arundel County

Building $1,425,000 $1,425,000

Indoor Courts $2,800,000 $2,800,000

Outdoor Courts $470,000 $470,000

Outdoor Lighting $495,000 $495,000

Site Improvements $350,500 $350,500

Utilities $400,000 $400,000

Contingency (10%) $594,050 $422,500 $171,550

Total - Construction $6,534,500 $4,647,500 $1,887,000

Total – Other Development $975,000 $975,000

Operating Funds $500,000 $500,000

Total – Development Cost $8,010,000 $6,123,000 $1,887,000

Note: Totals may not sum up exactly due to rounding.

Under the above funding scenario, TA’s funding contribution would decrease to approximately $6.123
million as Anne Arundel County would contribute approximately $1.887 million towards TCM’s
construction costs.

Table 24 below presents the potential TCM funding capacity with the greater contribution from the
county under the three URS TCM operating scenarios. With the lower total construction and start-up
fund requirement, TCM would need to secure $2.9 million in bonds and/or commercial loans. However,
based on the maximum debt funding potential (which remains unchanged from Section X.E - Proposed
Funding), there still remains a net shortfall of $1.1 million for the total development costs of the
facility, and construction of the facility will require additional private donations or capital grants.

Table 24: TA Funding by Operating Scenario (assumes Increased County Investment)

Funding Source
URS - Base
Alternative

URS - Low
Alternative

URS- High
Alternative

Total Funds Required $6,123,000 $6,123,000 $6,123,000

TA Equity + Private Contributions $2,700,000 $2,700,000 $2,700,000

MD Grant $500,000 $500,000 $500,000

Bond/Loan Requirement $2,923,000 $2,923,000 $2,923,000

Maximum Est. Bond Loan Amount (a) $1,867,000 $194,000 $4,616,000

Funding Shortfall / Bond Requirement $1,056,000 $2,729,00 ($1,693,000)

Note: (a) Maximum Estimated Loan Amount based on TCM net revenues and 20-year Tax Free Bond funded @ 3% interest rate.
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Table 25 shows a more detailed potential funding source breakdown under the three URS operating
scenarios and the Increased Investment Alternative. With the Increased County Investment, TCM would
have total debt repayment requirements of $2.923 million. This would be approximately 47 percent
compared to TA’s total equity and other funding contributions. If the TCM full facility value is
recognized (and subject to the County land use restrictions), the loan to value ratio would be improved
to 36.5 percent which commercial lenders would view more favorably.

Table 25: Potential TCM Funding Sources – Increased County Investment
Alternative

Item Amount %

Tennis Alliance Equity $1,800,000 22.5%

In-kind Donors $500,000 6.2%

Partners $400,000 5.0%

MD Grants $500,000 6.2%

Local or State Bonds $1,148,000 14.3%

Commercial Loan (a) $1,775,000 22.2%

Total – Tennis Alliance $6,123,000 76.4%

Program Open Space $1,415,000 17.7%

Anne Arundel General Obligation Bonds $472,000 5.9%

Total - Anne Arundel County $1,887,000 23.6%

Total Funding for TCM Development $8,010,000 100%

Note: (a) Loan Amount based on TCM net revenues and 20-year Tax Free Bond funded @ 3% interest rate.

Assuming TCM would qualify for a 20 year Bond at a 3 percent real interest rate, its annual repayment
cost would be approximately $76,750 (in 2015 dollars). At a less favorable 5 percent interest rate, TCM’s
annual repayment cost would increase to $91,500. TCM’s commercial loan repayment annual cost would
be $140,600 per year (for a $1.775 million loan at a 5 percent real interest rate and 20 year repayment
period). At a less favorable 7 percent commercial loan interest rate, TCM’s repayment cost would
instead be approximately $165,000 per year.

TCM’s total debt service requirement would be expected to range from $217,350 to $256,500 per year.
Under the URS Base Case Operating Scenario, this cost would exceed TCM’s projected $156,000 EBITA
and result in a potential annual net revenue gap of $61,350 to $100,500. In which case, TCM would have
to raise corresponding additional net revenues to cover this debt expense for its operations to be
financially sustainable.

The net revenue gap could be potentially solved in several ways and/or through a combination of
approaches:
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 Effective management of TCM may be able to cost-effective provide its instructional and
programming use using staff instructors to enhance TCM’s profitability.

 It is also very possible that higher court occupancy rates could be achieved than those projected
under the URS Base Case Operating Scenario. Under the current proposed rate fee schedule,
sales of approximately 2,270 additional court rental hours alone (equivalent to approximately 45
hours a week) could generate approximately $61,000 in revenues. While there would likely be
some additional operating costs to serve the higher occupancy rates, growth in
instructional/programming use would also result in additional supplemental revenues.

 Higher court fee rates could also increase TCM net revenues (provided court occupancy rates do
not decline as a result). A relatively limited increased court fees by 6 percent would result in
$34 per hour (peak) and $24 per hour (off-peak) rates may be expected to generate alone nearly
$61,000 in revenues if occupancy rates remain at their URS Base Case projected levels.

 Increased membership revenues (from growth in enrollment and/or higher fees) could also
pursued to increase future TCM revenues. Direct fundraising could also be used to solve the
revenue gap.

 Finally, cost reductions could also be used to increase net revenues. However, unless some grant
related solutions are found (e.g., grant funding for solar energy system to reduce TCM’s utility
expenses), most cost measures are likely to be unsustainable over the longer term if they will
affect customer service or experience (e.g., understaffing or reduced janitorial services).
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APPENDIX A: Tennis Alliance

Overview

The Tennis Alliance of Anne Arundel County (TA), Inc. was formed in 2013 to organize, promote,
develop and manage a community indoor/outdoor tennis center and promote the game of tennis
in the greater Annapolis and Anne Arundel County area. The Tennis Alliance is a Maryland based
501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation governed by a volunteer Board of Directors.

The Tennis Alliance is accredited with Anne Arundel County Recreation and Parks and is a certified
USTA Community Tennis Association.

The Tennis Alliance seeks to provide accessible, affordable tennis opportunities for Anne Arundel
County residents of all ages and physical capabilities. In partnership with the Anne Arundel County
Department of Recreation and Parks, the Tennis Alliance plans to develop and manage an
indoor/outdoor tennis center facility and provide the opportunity to "Play for Life."

Origin of Tennis Center Proposal

In September of 2012, the Annapolis Area Tennis School (AATS) initiated discussions with the Anne
Arundel County Department of Recreation and Parks regarding the urgent need for an
indoor/outdoor tennis facility to accommodate year round play.

Following several grass roots round table discussions and planning sessions, a CTC (Community
Tennis Center) Steering Committee was formed consisting of AATS Board members, community
tennis leaders, and the Anne Arundel County Tennis Association (AACTA). AATS president Russell
Fink served as Chair.

The CTC Steering Committee studied the needs and opportunities for a new tennis center in Anne
Arundel County and developed a preliminary business plan, a mission statement, and a strategy
for building a community tennis center that would be welcoming to the public, serve the needs of
existing players, and reach out to new players and constituencies of all ages, abilities and
economic means. The Steering Committee met with the Anne Arundel County Department of
Recreation and Parks and discussed the possibility for a public/private partnership to include the
use of County parkland for the tennis center.

The Steering Committee made its final report to the AATS board in May 2013 detailing its
accomplishments to date to include: participation in the 2013 Land Preservation, Parks and
Recreation Plan (LPPRP) process, facility research, business planning, fundraising scenarios and a
communication plan. In conclusion, the Steering Committee report recommended that the project
move forward with the creation of a new organization that would promote the development of a
facility in partnership with Recreation and Parks.

Anne Arundel County Participation

As a result of strong public support, the Anne Arundel County Department of Recreation and Parks’
2013 LPPRP recommended a feasibility study for an indoor-outdoor tennis facility to serve the
needs of the Anne Arundel County tennis community. Of special significance was the Steering
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Committee’s role in 2013 LPPRP process. On January 8, 2013, a large number of tennis
enthusiasts attended a public meeting on the LPPRP to stress the need for a year round tennis
facility. Members of the tennis center Steering Committee requested that a tennis center be
included in the LPPRP. The Steering Committee also attended the Planning Advisory Board
meeting on the LPPRP and testified before the County Council in support of a tennis center. Over
200 people provided written or verbal comments to the County in support of a tennis center or
additional tennis facilities. These comments are documented in the 2013 LPPRP.

Tennis Alliance Goals, Principles and Vision

Enriching the lives of Anne Arundel County residents through the sport of tennis.

• To build a tennis center to serve Anne Arundel County

• To promote tennis for life

• To promote health and well-being through tennis

• To make it easy to find tennis opportunities

• To collaborate with community-based organizations to implement programs

• To promote sportsmanship and respect among all players

• To steward a sound and transparent organization serving Anne Arundel County

• To run a clean, organized and professional Tennis Center

• To grow the game of tennis for fun, fitness and friendship
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APPENDIX B: Tennis Alliance Management Team

Board of Directors

Louise Gengler Thomas (President)

Louise served as the Head Coach of Women’s Tennis at Princeton University for 25 years. She has
served on several boards including the Princeton Tennis Program (PTP), one of the country’s most
successful not-for-profit community-based tennis associations, and for 22 years she served on the
Board of the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA). Louise has received national recognition for
her contributions to the community and to the growth of women’s collegiate tennis. She is a
recipient of the Educational Merit Award presented by the International Tennis Hall of Fame and
the ITA Meritorious Service Award. She was inducted into USTA Middle States Hall of Fame and
the Mercer County Tennis Hall of Fame. As a player Louise competed as a nationally ranked
Junior, captained her college team, and with her sister Margie Gengler Smith, achieved a #7
national ranking in USTA Women’s Doubles. Louise continued her coaching at College Park’s Junior
Tennis Champions Center in 2011-2013. She currently serves as the Assistant Tennis Coach at
Annapolis High School. BA Princeton University

Michele Archibald (Vice President)

Michele is the past President of the Anne Arundel County Tennis Association (AACTA), winner of
the 2012 USTA Maryland Organization of the Year award. She is also the past USTA Anne Arundel
County Local League Coordinator and has held both of these positions for the last six years. In her
first year as league coordinator, she was awarded the USTA Mid Atlantic Section Program
Administrator of the Year Award (2008). She served on the USTA Mid Atlantic Leagues Committee
and led efforts to implement standard rules across the section. She also participated in the USTA
MD Executive Search Committee and USTA MD Nominating Committee for 2012. Michele is an avid
tennis player and fully participates in all tennis activities in the county, state, section and
national level. She is dedicated to promoting and growing the game of tennis. Michele is an
accomplished Program Manager and Business Development professional, working with the federal
government for the last 33 years, managing and leading projects valued over 5-10M per year for
five years. She is a registered Project Management Professional and a Certified Biometrics
Professional. BS James Madison University, 1981

Peggy Sange (Secretary)

Peggy served as USTA league coordinator for over 20 years in AACo. She received the Pam Shriver
Lifetime Achievement in Tennis award in 2013 and was named the 2013 Mid Atlantic Section
League Coordinator of the Year. She was also named Maryland League Coordinator of the Year in
2006 and served as secretary of the USTA Mid Atlantic Leagues Committee for four years. An avid
tennis player in county USTA leagues and nationally through the National Senior Women’s Tennis
Association and Senior Olympics, Peggy is a huge supporter of senior tennis for players 65 and
over. She is a retired educator with the AACo Public Schools, Anne Arundel Community College
(English as a Second Language) and the University of Maryland. Peggy continues to serve on the
Annapolis Area Tennis School Board.

BA University of California, Berkeley, MA Johns Hopkins, MS Towson University PhD University of
Maryland
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Dan Dupras (Treasurer)

Dan provides cross-functional corporate and entrepreneurial experience in operations and
finance. Dan is a PMP who has lead risk management analytic programs for enterprise
government software and hardware programs. He has successfully developed, implemented and
deployed leading edge technologies ranging from R&D quick-react projects to large (>$300M)
enterprise projects that exceed client goals. Dan served as Chief Financial Officer for a
national consumer products company and brings a unique skill set to ensure operational goals are
met while facilitating strategic financial decisions that generate further value and improved ROI
for the client.

Dan earned a BS in Computer Science and a BS in Business Administration from the University of
Mary Washington. He earned an MBA and MSF from Loyola University of Maryland. He is a
registered Project Management Professional (PMP) and holds a Six Sigma Certification from the
University of Michigan.

Jeffrey DeCaro (Member at Large)

Jeff has practiced law since 1980, and is one of the founding partners of DeCaro, Doran, Siciliano,
Gallagher & DeBlasis, LLP. He is barred in the state and federal courts in Maryland, Virginia, and
District of Columbia, and his practice is concentrated in the areas of Insurance Defense, both at
the trial and appellate levels, Employment Litigation, Construction Litigation, with a special
emphasis in Products Liability Law, and Commercial/Contract Litigation.

Jeff is an active member of various Bar Associations including Prince George's County, Montgomery
County, Anne Arundel County, Maryland State Bar, District of Columbia Bar, and Virginia Bar. Jeff
served as the President of the Shipley's Choice Homeowners Association for eight years, the
Executive Committee of the University of Maryland Law School Alumni Association, Soccer
Commissioner of the Greater Severna Park Athletic Association (GSPAA), and is now a member of
GSPAA Board of Directors. For the past fifteen years, he served as the Commissioner of the Prince
George's County Bar Association Softball and Basketball Leagues, and has raised more than $25,000
for the benefit of the Carol Jean Cancer Foundation, Inc., during the Association’s annual softball
tournaments. BA, University of Pennsylvania, Political Science, 1977. JD, University of
Maryland,1980

James Appel (Member at Large)

James brings business and political experience to the board. He is currently the Chief Financial
Officer for Seafood Inspection, a federal program within the Department of Commerce, and
previously owned several small businesses. He is also involved in Maryland politics and is currently
an elected official serving as a representative and treasurer to constituents of District 30 on the
Republican State Central Committee. He also brings elite level sport experience having been
involved in Olympic Sailing for the United States both as a volunteer and athlete. Finally, James is
an avid player and volunteer serving on the volunteer committee for the Mid Atlantic Section of
the USTA, running countless very successful teams and playing on many District and Sectional
winning teams. BS – Economics, Mathematics and Computer Science, Connecticut College, ‘89
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John Officer (Member at Large)

John Officer grew up in Hanover, NH and attended Williston-Northampton School in Easthampton,
MA. He then went on to Boston College to receive a degree in History. During his freshman year in
college John became the tennis director at a major resort entitled the Quechee Lakes Club. He
helped grow their program throughout his four years at Boston College. After college he worked
for two years as the Head Men's Tennis Coach at Boston University as well as achieving a Masters in
Education. In 1984 John accepted the job as Head Men's Tennis Coach at the U.S. Naval Academy.
He won over 450 career wins (most in program history). He won (10) conference titles (2nd most
in school history). He was named United States Professional Tennis Association (USPTA) National
Coach of the Year. He was twice named Intercollegiate Tennis Association Regional Coach of the
Year as well as Naval Academy Athletics Association Spring sports coach of the year twice. His
teams went to the NCAA's (6) times. He produced (10) videos sold nationally. He wrote a
philosophy book entitled: "Discovering Your Passion: The Path of the Spiritual Warrior". While at
Navy in the summers John was tennis director at the Myopia Hunt Club for seven years. He spoke
to the Intercollegiate Tennis Association National Convention on four separate occasions. John
organized the effort to bring conference qualification to college tennis. Additionally, John
received four research grants from the Naval Academy to study the Warrior Ethos, Spanish tennis,
Scottish tennis, and U.S. Tennis. John also spoke to Informed, Inc. board of directors on the
concepts in the book. Recently he created a template for taking top flight players to the next
level with "The keys to high level tour success". Upon retiring last spring after 30 years John now
serves as Director of the Naval Academy Athletic Association Coaches Group and as a Professor of
Physical Education. Boston College, Boston University Master of Education

Advisors and Directors

Henry Thomas (Director of Facility Planning and Development)

Henry is a registered architect and Design and Construction professional who has worked in the
public, private and institutional sectors. His various completed projects include academic and
parking structure facilities at Towson University, industrial / commercial facilities in Greenbelt
Maryland, and most recently the 75 million dollar Science Library at Princeton University designed
by renowned architect Frank Gehry. Henry is a tennis enthusiast and Anne Arundel league player
residing in Davidsonville MD. BA Brown University, Master of Architecture Columbia University,
MBA Wharton School University of Pennsylvania.
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APPENDIX C: TIA Reported Industry Trends

TIA reported factors that led to changes in court use over the past year. Table C-1 presents the
primary factors reported for increased court use, and Table C-2 presents reasons for decreased
court use.

Table C-1: Reported Reasons for Court Use Growth

Increase in group lessons/clinics 73%

Increased social play 62%

Increase in beginner programs 62%

Increased league play 58%

10 and under programming 56%

Weather conditions 36%

Successful matchmaking program 27%

Increased tournament play 26%

Increase in cardio tennis or fitness tennis programs 20%

Use of online court reservation system 7%

Other 11%

Source: TIA CoDB 2013

Table C-2: Reported Reasons for Declines in Court Use

Weather conditions 35%

Fewer beginners 29%

Decreased membership 24%

Fewer group lessons/clinics 24%

Less social play 24%

Less league play 24%

Less tournament play 6%

Other 6%

Source: TIA CoDB 2013

Table C-3 provides the findings from TIA’s survey of tennis operations. The surveyed tennis
centers had an average 10 courts in total, with 2 indoor (year round) and 8 outdoor courts. Its use
categories do not exactly correspond to those defined for the TCM Business Plan Update as tennis
instruction was not identified separately but instead included within the adult and junior
programs. Several useful observations can be made that are applicable for the TCM Business Plan
Update.

 Facilities reported providing on average nearly 10 hours daily (and 5 hours per indoor
court) of programmed use. This reflects the decreasing reliance on contract or open
reservation use in facility scheduling.
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 League play is clearly identified as an important user segment.
 Youth tennis play accounts for nearly 40 percent of programming.
 Non-instructional programs are a common component of facility programming – typically

accounting for at least 15 percent of programmed court time.

While the TIA data does not distinguish between instruction and other program activities, Table C-
3 clearly shows that both are key components of most facilities’ schedules. It is assumed that
contract and reserved court use will account for the facilities’ other remaining hours which
typically can be expected to be between four or six hours per day. Based on a 16 hour operating
day, contract and reserved play would approximately account for 38 percent of allocated court
use and league use would account for another 13 percent. Approximately half of the court use
would be allocated for instruction and program use.

Table C-3: Industry Average Program Mix (Hours per Week)

Program Hours %

Adult Programs 17.7 26%

Junior Programs 16.2 24%

Leagues 13.6 20%

10 and Under 10.2 15%

Mixers/Socials 5.9 9%

Cardio Tennis 4.2 6%

Total 67.8 100%

Source: TIA CoDB 2013

As shown in Table C-4, the average total number of staff employed by a typical tennis facility is
10.9 employees for operations with retail and 9.3 for those without a pro-shop operation (TIA
CoDB). The majority (5.5 positions) of employment consists of instruction staff while managers
account for a total of two positions (including Head professional). The remaining jobs are assigned
for administrative and maintenance support. Under this staffing structure instruction staff will
likely assist also with some operational duties (e.g., “front desk” duties for facility users).

Table C-4: Average Employment by Job Type

Staff Professional 2.8
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Seasonal Professional 1.4

Part time Coach 1.3

Tennis Director 0.6

Court Maintenance 1.1

Administrative Assistance 0.7

General Manager / Club Manager 0.6

Head professional 0.8

Pro shop manager 0.4

Pro shop staff 1.2

Total 10.9
Source: TIA CoDB 2013

As shown in Table C-5, the average annual dues for tennis specific memberships range from $600
for individuals to $1,000 for families.

Table C-5: Average Annual Membership Dues

Adult $609

Family $998

Junior $272

Source: TIA CoDB 2013
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APPENDIX D: Demographic and Demand Analysis of TCM
Market Area

The regional tennis demand was assessed based on the demographic and economic profiles of the
resident population within the 10-mile primary market area and national participation rates (from
TIA 2014). Figures 3 and 4 show the population and median household income distribution by
census tract for the 10-mile area around the TCM location. Table D-1 presents the estimated
participation rates and total tennis players within the TCM primary market area. The tennis
demand analysis reveals that the economic and demographic character of the residents living in
Anne Arundel County is well matched with those for typical tennis players.
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Figure 3: Total Population
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Figure 4: Median Household Income
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Table D-1: Tennis Demand within TCM Primary Market Area

Population within 10-mile Market Area

Total population 486,986

Total population 6 years and over 454,975

Participation Rates by Median Household Income

Under $25,000 4.5%

$25,000 - $49,999 5.0%

$50,000 - $74,999 6.0%

$75,000 - $99,999 6.5%

$100,000 and over 7.9%

Total Tennis Players within 10-mile Market Area

Under $25,000 0

$25,000 - $49,999 742

$50,000 - $74,999 6,217

$75,000 - $99,999 9,983

$100,000 and over 14,162

Total number of tennis players 31,104

Tennis participation rate 6.4%

Latent Demand

Tennis players that haven’t played in the last 2 years 4.6%

Non-tennis players interested in playing tennis 5.3%

Latent Demand within 10-mile Market Area

Tennis players that haven’t played in the last 2 years 20,929

Non-tennis players interested in playing tennis 24,114

Player Type as Percent of Total Tennis Players

Avid (50+ times a year) 17%

Frequent (21-49 times a year) 14%

Regular (10-20 times a year) 26%

Occasional (4-9 times a year) 23%

Casual (1-3 times a year) 20%
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Table D-1: Tennis Demand within TCM Primary Market Area

Player Type within 10-mile Market Area

Avid (50+ times a year) 5,288

Frequent (21-49 times a year) 4,355

Regular (10-20 times a year) 8,087

Occasional (4-9 times a year) 7,154

Casual (1-3 times a year) 6,221

Play Frequency

Average number of play occasions per participant (annual) 26.3

Total number of play occasions within 10-mile Market Area 818,046

Average Annual Player Spending on Goods/Equipment

Avid (50+ times a year) $656

Frequent (21-49 times a year) $388

Regular (10-20 times a year) $313

Occasional (4-9 times a year) $182

Casual (1-3 times a year) $110

Total Annual Player Spending on Goods/Equipment

Total annual player spending $9,675,965

Source: TIA 2014, US Census Bureau 2013
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Appendix E: Occupancy and Court Sales Projections - URS
Base Case Scenario

Table E-1 shows the projected court use by future league play at TCM for the URS Base Case
Scenario. Approximately 24 percent of the peak court time and 33 percent of off-peak court time
has been allocated to league play. Based on the allocation of court use, league play is scheduled
for a total of 258 hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 30 hours for
each weekday and 54 hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of
league courts would be 90 percent.

Table E-1: Projected TCM League Play Use

Time Period
Allocated Court Time Occupancy Rate Projected Use

Peak Non-Peak Total Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Total

Week Day 11 19 30 90% 90% 10 17 27

Weekend Day 27 27 54 90% 90% 24 24 48

Weekly 109 149 258 98 134 232

Table E-2 shows the projected court use for TCM’s future instructional classes. Approximately 26
percent of the peak court time and 5 percent of off-peak court time has been allocated to
instructional use. Based on the allocation of court use, instructional use is scheduled for a total of
136 hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 22 hours for each weekday
and 13 hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the utilization rate of the courts during
instructional use would be 80 percent.

Table E-2: Projected TCM Instruction Use

Time Period
Allocated Court Time Occupancy Rate Projected Use

Peak Non-Peak Total Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Total

Week Day 19 4 22 80% 80% 15 3 18

Weekend Day 11 2 13 80% 80% 9 2 10

Weekly 115 22 136 92 17 109

Table E-3 shows the projected court use for TCM’s future program use. Approximately 26 percent
of the peak court time and 5 percent of off-peak court time has been allocated to program use.
Based on the allocation of court use, program use is scheduled for a total of 136 hours per week
(for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 22 hours for each weekday and 13 hours for
each weekend day. It is estimated that the future utilization rate of the courts during program use
would be 80 percent.
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Table E-3: Projected TCM Program Use

Time Period
Allocated Court Time Occupancy Rate Projected Use

Peak Non-Peak Total Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Total

Week Day 18.5 3.5 22.0 80% 80% 14.8 2.8 17.6

Weekend Day 11.0 2.0 13.0 80% 80% 8.8 1.6 10.4

Weekly 114.5 21.5 136.0 91.6 17.2 108.8

Table E-4 shows the projected court use for TCM’s future contract and reserved use.
Approximately 25 percent of the peak court time and 57 percent of off-peak court time has been
allocated to program use. Based on the allocation of court use, program use is scheduled for a
total of 366 hours per week (for the eight indoor courts), which is comprised of 54 hours for each
weekday and 48 hours for each weekend day. It is estimated that the future utilization rate of the
courts by contract and reserved court use would be 60 percent.

Table E-4: Projected TCM Reserved/Contract Use

Time Period
Allocated Court Time Occupancy Rate Projected Use

Peak Non-Peak Total Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Total

Week Day 16 38 54 60% 60% 10 23 32

Weekend Day 15 33 48 60% 60% 9 20 29

Weekly 110 256 366 66 154 220

Table E-5 shows the occupancy rate projections by key customer base categories type for TCM
using TA’s preliminary occupancy projections for the regular Fall through Spring season. Overall,
based on these assumptions, TCM’s future tennis facilities would be projected to operate at an
overall court use rate of approximately 82 percent. TCM’s weekday court use rate is projected to
be 80 percent and its weekend court use rate is expected to be higher at 84 percent.

Table E-5: Projected Daily Court Use – Week Day and Weekend Day

Court Use Projections (Daily)

Use Type Week Day Weekend Day

Alloc. Occup. Proj. % Alloc. Occup. Proj. %

Leagues 30 90% 27 21% 54 90% 49 38%

Instruction 22 80% 18 14% 13 80% 10 8%

Program 22 80% 18 14% 13 80% 10 8%

Contract/Reserved 54 60% 32 25% 48 60% 29 23%

Total 128 95 74% 128 98 77%

Open Courts 33 25% 8 6% 30 40% 10 8%

Unused Court Time 25 20% 20 16%

Total Use 102 80% 108 84%
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Table E-6 shows the corresponding revenue projection by use type and for both weekday and
weekend days, using the single “market” court rate of $32 per hour for peak period court use and
$22 for non-peak use.

Table E-6: Project Daily Revenues – Week Day and Weekend Day

Use Type
Weekday Revenue Projections (Daily)

Weekend Revenue Projections
(Daily)

Peak Non-Peak Total % Peak Non-Peak Total %

Leagues $317 $376 $693 25% $778 $535 $1,312 45%

Instruction $474 $62 $535 19% $282 $35 $317 11%

Program $474 $62 $535 19% $282 $35 $317 11%

Contract/Reserve
d

$307 $502 $809 30% $288 $436 $724 24%

Unused/Open $90 $112 $202 7% $104 $152 $256 9%

Total $1,661 $1,113 $2,774 $1,733 $1,192 $2,925

URS’s adjusted summer use allocation and occupancy projections for TCM outdoor courts are
shown in Table E-7 and for indoor courts are shown in Table E-8.

Table E-7: Projected Daily Court Use – Week Day and Weekend Day - Outdoor (Summer)

Court Use Projections (Daily)

Use Type Week Day Weekend Day

Alloc. Occup. Proj. % Alloc. Occup. Proj. %

Leagues 0 75% 0 0% 0 75% 0 0%

Instruction 0 75% 0 0% 0 75% 0 0%

Program 53 75% 40 31% 24 75% 18 18%

Contract/Reserved 75 5% 4 3% 75 5% 4 4%

Total 128 44 34% 99 22 22%

Open Courts 88 5% 4 3% 77 5% 4 3%

Unused Court
Time

84 66% 73 74%

Total Use 48 37% 26 25%
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Table E-8: Projected Daily Court Use – Week Day and Weekend Day - Indoor (Summer)

Court Use Projections (Daily)

Use Type Week Day Weekend Day

Alloc. Occup. Proj. % Alloc. Occup. Proj. %

Leagues 0 75% 0 0% 15 75% 11 11%

Instruction 0 75% 0 0% 6 75% 5 5%

Program 0 75% 0 0% 0 75% 0 0%

Contract/Reserved 75 40% 30 40% 75 40% 30 31%

Total 75 30 40% 96 46 48%

Open Courts 45 25% 11 9% 50 25% 11 11%

Unused Court
Time

34 75% 39 41%

Total Use 41 55% 57 59%

Table E-9 shows the combined daily revenues for both indoor and outdoor court use during the
summer season, using the outdoor court rate of $12 and indoor “market” rate of $32/$22.

Table E-9: Projected Daily Revenues – Week Day and Weekend Day (Summer)

Use Type

Weekday Revenue Projections
(Daily)

Weekend Revenue Projections
(Daily)

Total % Total %

Leagues $0 0% $304 14%

Instruction $0 0% $122 5%

Program $480 45% $216 22%

Contract/Reserved $856 38% $856 40%

Open $354 17% $348 18%

Total $1,690 100% $1,845 100%
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Appendix F: Cost Analysis

Table F-1 presents the TA BP’s (Jan 2015) preliminary construction “hard” costs estimates and
Table F-2 presents a preliminary estimate of expected major soft cost expenses for TCM.

Table F-1: Construction Costs

Item Unit Quantity
Unit
Price

Total Cost

Clubhouse (2 floors) SF 9,500 $150 $1,425,000

Indoor 78 ft. Court EA 8 $350,000 $2,800,000

Outdoor 78 ft. court EA 7 $50,000 $350,000

Outdoor 36 ft. court EA 4 $20,000 $80,000

Pavilions/shade shelters EA 8 $20,000 $160,000

Exhibition court (with seating) LS 1 $140,000 $140,000

Outdoor lighting LS 1 $235,000 $235,000

Plaza and walks SY 2,600 $45 $117,000

Perimeter fencing LF 1,100 $50 $55,000

Parking area SY 3,200 $30 $96,000

Entrance Drive SY 2,750 $30 $82,500

Earthwork LS 1 $40,000 $40,000

Drainage LS 1 $80,000 $80,000

Stormwater management LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Sewage LS 1 $50,000 $50,000

Utilities LS 1 $120,000 $120,000

Landscaping LS 1 $50,000 $50,000

Subtotal $5,940,500

Contingency 10%

Total $6,534,550

Source: TA 2015
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Table F-2: Other Development Costs

Item Estimate Notes

Land Acquisition $0

Legal fees $327,000 5% of construction

Architect/engineering $523,000 8% of construction

Surveys/mapping $10,000

Geotechnical Investigations $12,000

Licenses, Permits $15,000

Traffics studies $4,000

Utility tapping $10,000

Computer and phone system $3,000

Furniture, desks, carpeting $20,000

Appliances $4,000 Washer, dryer, refrigerator etc.

TVs $6,000 3 - lobby, pro-shop, gym

Sport specific equipment $10,000

Baskets, hoppers, balls $4,000

Staff uniforms $1,000

Towels $1,000

Demos, strings, string machine $4,000

Security system $12,000

Maintenance equipment $8,000

Total $975,000

Source: TA 2015

Note: Totals do not sum exactly due to rounding.
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Appendix G: Summary Court Use and Revenues

Table G-1 shows a comparison in the court use allocation, occupancy rates assumptions and projected use for the TA Business Plan with
Tennis Center Rates (TA BP – TA Rates) Scenario and URS’s Base Case and its Low/High Variants Scenarios. The corresponding court
rental fees assumptions and revenues from court use and programming, instruction and events are also presented in the table.

Table G-1: Court Use and Revenues (Non-Summer)

Non-Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Use Type
Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Court Rental Fees ($/hr)

League $38 $27 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Instruction $28 $18 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Program $28 $18 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Contract $32 $29 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Reserved $28 $18 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Events $38 $38 - - - - - -

Open $28 $18 $32 $22 $32 $22 $38 $25

Use Allocation

League 99 124 109 149 109 149 109 149

Instruction 125 4 115 22 115 22 115 22

Program 102 46 115 22 115 22 115 22

Contract 73 56 55 128 55 128 55 128

Reserved 61 171 55 128 55 128 55 128

Events 35 0 - - - - - -

Open - - - - - - - -

Total 495 401 448 448 448 448 448 448

Projected Use (Court Hours)

League 99 124 98 134 87 119 109 149

Instruction 119 4 92 17 80 15 92 17

Program 77 35 92 17 80 15 92 17

Contract 58 45 33 77 33 77 33 77

Reserved 31 86 33 77 33 77 33 77

Events 26 0 - - - - - -

Open - - 21 39 14 29 23 44

Total 409 293 368 361 328 332 381 381

Occupancy

League 100% 100% 90% 90% 80% 80% 100% 100%

Instruction 95% 95% 80% 80% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Program 75% 75% 80% 80% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Contract 80% 80% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Reserved 50% 50% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%

Events 75% 75% - - - - - -

Open - - 20% 30% 10% 20% 25% 40%

Total 83% 73% 82% 81% 73% 74% 85% 85%

Court Use Revenue

League $3,762 $3,348 $3,139 $2,950 $2,790 $2,622 $4,142 $3,725

Instruction $3,325 $68 $2,931 $378 $2,565 $331 $3,481 $430

Program $2,142 $621 $2,931 $378 $2,565 $331 $3,481 $430

Contract $1,869 $1,299 $1,056 $1,690 $1,056 $1,690 $1,254 $1,920

Reserved $854 $1,539 $1,056 $1,690 $1,056 $1,690 $1,254 $1,920

Events $998 $0 - - - - - -

Open $0 $0 $672 $858 $448 $638 $874 $1,100

Total $12,949 $6,876 $11,786 $7,944 $10,480 $7,302 $14,486 $9,525

Supplemental Income

Instruction/Program $1,426 $145 $3,023 $740 $2,645 $647 $3,389 $860

Events $200 $0 - - - - - -

Total $1,625 $145 $3,023 $740 $2,645 $647 $3,389 $860
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Table G-2 shows the projected court use and supplemental revenues on a quarterly basis.

Table G-2: Quarterly Revenues by Court Use (Summer)

Non-Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Use Type
Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Court Use Revenue

League $92,430 $79,162 $70,366 $102,271

Instruction $44,114 $43,025 $37,647 $50,840

Program $35,919 $43,025 $37,647 $50,840

Contract $41,184 $35,693 $35,693 $41,262

Reserved $31,109 $35,693 $35,693 $41,262

Events $12,968 - - -

Open $0 $19,890 $14,118 $25,662

Total $257,724 $256,487 $231,163 $312,138

Supplemental Income

Instruction/Program $18,537 $1,881 $39,296 $9,615 $34,384 $8,413 $44,060 $11,180

Events $2,594 $0 - - - - - -

Total $21,130 $1,881 $39,296 $9,615 $34,384 $8,413 $44,060 $11,180

Table G-3 shows a comparison of the court rental fees assumptions for the four scenarios during the summer season.

Table G-3: Court Rental Fees Assumptions (Summer)

Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly

Use Type Indoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Court Rental Fees

League $25 $25 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Instruction $25 $25 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Program $25 $25 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Contract $25 $25 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Reserved $25 $20 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Events $35 $35 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Open $25 $20 $32 $22 $12 $12 $32 $22 $12 $12 $38 $25 $12 $12

Average $25 $27 $12 $27 $12 $32 $12

Table G-4 shows a comparison in the court use allocation, occupancy rates assumptions and projected use for the TA Center Rates
Scenario and URS’s Base Case and its Low/High Variants. The corresponding revenues from court use and programming, instruction and
events are also presented in the table.

Table G-4: Court Use and Revenues (Summer)

Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly

Use Type Indoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Use Allocation

League 30 30 0 30 0 30 0

Instruction 12 12 0 12 0 12 0

Program 313 0 313 0 313 0 313

Contract 0 263 263 263 263 263 263

Reserved 499 263 263 263 263 263 263

Events 44 - - - - - -

Open - - - - - - -

Total 898 567 838 567 838 567 838

Projected Use

League 30 23 0 21 0 30 0

Instruction 11 9 0 8 0 10 0

Program 235 0 235 0 219 0 250

Contract 0 105 13 105 13 105 13

Reserved 200 105 13 105 13 105 13

Events 33 0 0 0 0 0 0

Open - 79 28 33 30 79 28

Total 509 320 289 272 275 328 305
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Table G-4: Court Use and Revenues (Summer)

Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly

Use Type Indoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Occupancy Rate

League 100% 75% 75% 70% 70% 100% 100%

Instruction 95% 75% 75% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Program 75% 75% 75% 70% 70% 80% 80%

Contract 0% 40% 5% 40% 5% 40% 5%

Reserved 40% 40% 5% 40% 5% 40% 5%

Events 75% - - - - - -

Open - 25% 5% 20% 5% 25% 5%

Total 57% 36% 32% 30% 31% 37% 34%

Court Use Revenue

League $750 $608 $0 $567 $0 $810 $0

Instruction $285 $243 $0 $227 $0 $259 $0

Program $5,869 $0 $2,817 $0 $2,629 $0 $3,005

Contract $0 $2,835 $158 $2,835 $158 $2,835 $158

Reserved $4,990 $2,835 $158 $2,835 $158 $2,835 $158

Events $1,155 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Open - $2,126 $341 $891 $360 $2,126 $341

Total $13,049 $8,647 $3,473 $7,355 $3,304 $8,865 $3,661

Supplemental Revenue

Instr/Program $3,134 $171 $1,526 $160 $1,424 $206 $2,379

Events $347 - - - - - -

Total $3,480 $171 $1,526 $160 $1,424 $206 $2,379

Table G-5 shows the projected court use and supplemental revenues on a quarterly basis.

Table G-5: Quarterly Revenues by Court Use (Summer)

Summer TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Weekly Weekly Weekly Weekly

Use Type Indoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Court Use Revenue

League $9,750 $7,898 $0 $7,371 $0 $10,530 $0

Instruction $3,705 $3,159 $0 $2,948 $0 $3,370 $0

Program $76,294 $0 $36,621 $0 $34,180 $0 $39,062

Contract $0 $36,855 $2,048 $36,855 $2,048 $36,855 $2,048

Reserved $64,870 $36,855 $2,048 $36,855 $2,048 $36,855 $2,048

Events $15,015 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Open - $27,641 $4,430 $11,583 $4,680 $27,641 $4,430

Total $169,634 $112,408 $45,146 $95,612 $42,955 $115,251 $47,588

Supplemental Revenue

Instr/Program $40,740 $2,223 $19,836 $2,075 $18,514 $2,683 $30,924

Events $4,505 - - - - - -

Total $45,245 $2,223 $19,836 $2,075 $18,514 $2,683 $30,924

Table G-6 shows court use and supplemental revenues on an annual basis for all the scenarios.

Table G-6: Annual Revenues

Annual TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Court Use Revenue - Annual

League $287,040 $245,384 $218,470 $317,343

Instruction $136,048 $132,233 $115,889 $155,891

Program $184,051 $129,074 $112,940 $152,521

Contract $123,552 $143,933 $143,933 $160,641

Reserved $158,197 $143,933 $143,933 $160,641

Events $53,917.50 - - -

Open - $87,311 $53,937 $104,627

Outdoor - $45,146 $42,955 $47,588

Total $942,805 $927,016 $832,057 $1,099,252
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Table G-6: Annual Revenues

Annual TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Supplemental Revenue - Annual

Instr/Program $101,995 $168,793 $148,981 $199,326

Events $12,285 $0 $0 0

Membership (a) $133,450 $108,000 $83,000 $135,000

Sponsorships $12,000 $0 $0 $0

Merchandise Sales $4,800 $0 $0 $0

Total $264,530 $276,793 $104,245 $206,591

Total Revenues - Annual

Court Use Revenue $942,805 $927,016 $832,057 $1,099,252

Supplemental Revenue $264,530 $169,057 $104,245 $206,591

Total Revenue $1,207,334 $1,096,074 $936,302 $1,305,843

Notes

(a) Membership revenues consists of revenues from tennis center pass program
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Appendix H: Supplemental Revenues from Membership Sales

Table H-1: Supplemental Revenues from Membership Sales

TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Use URS - Low Use URS - High Use

Annual Membership Assumptions

Individual $175 $180 $175 $275

Family $240 $360 $240 $450

Enrollment 605 400 400 400

Individual 50% 50% 50% 50%

Family 50% 50% 50% 50%

Annual Membership Revenues

Dues Revenues $133,450 $108,000 $83,000 $135,000
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Appendix I: Supplemental Income from Instruction/Programming

Table I-1 presents URS assumptions for projecting supplemental income from programmed and instructional use of the court during the
regular season (fall through spring). These assumptions were used for the Base and its Low Use scenario. Table I-2 presents the High Use
Scenario’s assumptions for the regular season.

Table I-1: URS Assumptions for Programs and Instruction

(Base Case + Low Use)

Facility profit share 50%

Group size 5

Instructor wage per hour $35

Student fees per hour $20

Peak court fees $32

Non-peak court fees $22

Table I-2: URS Assumptions for Programs and Instruction (High Use)

Facility profit share 50%

Group size 5.5

Instructor wage per hour $35

Student fees per hour $20

Peak court fees $38

Non-peak court fees $25

Detailed projected court use for TCM’s instructional and programmed use with its associated revenue generation potential is presented
in the table below (Table I-3).

Table I-3: Supplemental Revenue from Instruction/Programming

Non-Summer (Weekly) Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

URS - Base Use Projected Use URS - Low Use Projected Use URS - High Use Projected Use

League 98 134 87 119 109 149

Instruction 92 17 80 15 92 17

Program 92 17 80 15 92 17

Contract 33 77 33 77 33 77

Reserved 33 77 33 77 33 77

Events - - - - - -

Open 21 39 14 29 23 44

Total 368 361 328 332 381 381

URS - Base Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Instruction/Program $18,320 $3,440 $6,045.60 $1,479.20 $3,022.80 $739.60

Total $3,762.40

URS - Low Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Instruction/Program $16,030 $3,010 $5,290 $1,294 $2,645 $647

Total $3,292

URS - High Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak Peak Non-Peak

Instruction/Program $20,152 $3,784 $6,778 $1,720 $3,389 $860

Total $4,249
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Table I-4 presents URS assumptions for projecting supplemental income from programmed and instructional use of the court during the
summer season. These assumptions were used for the Base and its Low Use scenario. Table I-5 presents the High Use Scenario’s
assumptions for the summer season.

Table I-4: URS Assumptions for Programs and Instruction

(Base Case + Low Use) - Summer

Facility Profit share 50%

Group size 5

Instructor wage per hour $35

Student fees per hour (outdoor) $12

Outdoor court fees $12

Student fees per hour (indoor) $20

Indoor court fees $27

Table I-5: URS Assumptions for Programs and Instruction

(High Use) - Summer

Facility Profit share 50%`

Group size 5.5

Instructor wage per hour $35

Student fees per hour (outdoor) $12

Outdoor court fees $12

Student fees per hour (indoor) $20

Indoor court fees $32

Detailed projected court use for TCM’s instructional and programmed use with its associated revenue generation potential is presented
in the table below (Table I-6).

Table I-6: Supplemental Revenue from Programming/Instruction - Summer

Summer (Weekly) Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

URS - Base Use Projected Use URS - Low Use Projected Use URS - High Use Projected Use

League 23 0 21 0 30 0

Instruction 9 0 8 0 10 0

Program 0 235 0 219 0 250

Contract 105 13 105 13 105 13

Reserved 105 13 105 13 105 13

Events 0 0 0 0 0 0

Open 79 28 33 30 79 28

Total 320 289 272 275 328 305

URS - Base Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Instruction/Program $900 $14,085 $342 $3,052 $171 $1,526

Total $1,697

URS - Low Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Instruction/Program $840 $13,146 $319 $2,848 $160 $1,424

Total $1,584

URS - High Use Supplemental Income (weekly)

Total Revenue Net Revenue Facility Profit Share

Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor

Instruction/Program $1,056 $16,526 $413 $4,758 $206.40 $2,378

Total $2,585
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Appendix J: Summary Court Use and Revenues

Table J-1 shows TCM development costs and TCM and URS adjusted annual operating costs.

Table J-1: Development and Annual Costs

Cost Item TA BP - TC Rates URS - Base Case

Development Costs

Construction Costs $6,534,550 $6,534,550

Facility (a) $5,190,000 $5,190,000

Site Improvements (b) $750,500 $750,500

Contingency (10%) $594,050 $594,050

Other Development Costs $975,000 $975,000

Land Acquisition $0 $0

Project Design and Development (c) $891,000 $891,000

FF&E (d) $84,000 $84,000

Total Development Costs $7,509,550 $7,509,550

Annual Costs

Operating and Maintenance Costs $613,800 $1,047,800

Labor (including benefits) $442,800 $611,800

Utilities $98,000 $130,000

Other O&M (e) $73,000 $306,000

Debt and Tax Expenses (f) $324,000 $156,009

Total Annual Costs $937,800 $1,203,809

Notes:

(a) Facility costs include cost of building, indoor and outdoor courts, outdoor lighting, exhibition courts and pavilion.

(b) Site Improvement costs includes cost for utilities.

(c) Project design and development costs include costs for legal, compliance and design/engineering

(d) FF&E costs include costs for utility connections

(e) Other O&M includes costs for maintenance/janitorial, depreciation, insurance, marketing, office and equipment, credit
card charges, annual landscaping and snow removal costs.

(f) Debt Expense shown for AECOM - Base Case is the estimated maximum annual debt payment that TCM is expected to be
able to support.
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Appendix K: Pro Forma Findings

Table K-1: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - TA BP - Tennis Center Rates Scenario

Annual Revenue and Cost Summary (2015 $)

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Rentals $707,104 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805 $942,805

Supplemental
Revenue (c)

$198,397 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530 $264,530

Total Revenues $905,501 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334 $1,207,334

Operating Costs

Operating
Expenses

$613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800 $613,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA $291,701 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534 $593,534

Debt Cost

Debt Expense (d) $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000 $324,000

Total Costs $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800 $937,800

Net Income

Net Income ($32,299) $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534 $269,534

Notes:

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Includes additional fees for instruction and program use. Also includes membership dues and revenues from event fees and retail sales.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses. No depreciation costs assigned to TCM operations.
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Table K-2: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS Base Use Scenario

Annual Revenue and Cost Summary

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $695,262 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016

Supplemental Revenue (c) $207,595 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793 $276,793

Total Revenues $902,857 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA ($144,943) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009 $156,009

Total Costs $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809 $1,203,809

Net Income

Net Income (e ) ($300,952) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes: Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for membership dues, instruction and program use.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses. No depreciation costs assigned to TCM operations.
(e) All Net revenue earnings applied to debt expense for loan repayment. Consequently, net income for stabilized operations will be
zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $1,866,860

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $1,575,957
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Table K-3: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS Low Use Scenario

Annual Revenue and Cost Summary

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $624,043 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057 $832,057

Supplemental Revenue (c) $173,985 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981 $231,981

Total Revenues $798,028 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA ($249,772) $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238 $16,238

Total Costs $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038 $1,064,038

Net Income

Net Income (e ) ($266,009) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes:
Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for membership dues, instruction and program use.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses. No depreciation costs assigned to TCM operations.
(e) All Net revenue earnings applied to debt expense for loan repayment. Consequently, net income for stabilized operations will be zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $194,308

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $164,030
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Table K-4: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS High Use Scenario

Annual Revenue and Cost Summary

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $824,439 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252 $1,099,252

Supplemental Revenue (c) $250,745 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326 $334,326

Total Revenues $1,075,184 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800 $1,047,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA $27,384 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778 $385,778

Total Costs $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578 $1,433,578

Net Income

Net Income (e ) ($358,395) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes: Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for membership dues, instruction and program use.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses. No depreciation costs assigned to TCM operations.
(e) All Net revenue earnings applied to debt expense for loan repayment. Consequently, net income for stabilized operations will be zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $4,616,355

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $3,897,013
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Appendix L: Alternative Scenario for Revenue Enhancement

Additional analysis has been performed to estimate TCM revenue enhancement potential from
providing a majority of instruction and programming “in house” with salaried instructors. These
alternative impacts only the supplemental revenues from programmed and instructional use of the
court and annual operating costs. All else remains the same as the Base Use Scenario. The
findings are presented in Tables L-1 and L-2.

The net revenue from programmed use of the court increases as the hourly wage of the
independent contractor and the profit sharing component is eliminated. Instead, the in-house
instructors are assumed to be paid a fixed salary, resulting in the increased annual operating
costs.

Table L-1: Annual Supplemental Revenues with In-House Instruction

URS - Base Case
URS-Base Case with In-

House Instruction

Program/instruction $168,793 $745,516

Events $0 $0

Membership (a) $108,000 $108,000

Sponsorships $0 $0

Merchandise Sales $0 $0

Total $276,793 $853,516

Note: (a) Membership revenues consists of revenues from tennis center pass program

The staff pros are paid an annual salary of $80,000 (including benefits) to remain competitive with
the annual income they would have otherwise earned as independent contractors. Based on the
planned programming and instruction schedule, a total of 6 in-house instructors have been
estimated. The following annual costs are projected for this scenario.

Table L-2: Annual Costs with In-House Instruction

URS - Base Case
URS-Base Case with In-

House Instruction

Labor (including benefits) $611,000 $1,091,800

Utilities $130,000 $130,000

Other O&M $206,000 $306,000

Total Annual Costs (a) $947,800 $1,527,800

Note: (a) Not including debt expenses.
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Table L-3: Summary Income Pro Forma (2018-28) - URS Base Use Scenario with In-House Instruction

Annual Revenue and Cost Summary

Factor 2018(a) 2019(b) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Revenues

Court Use $695,262 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016 $927,016

Supplemental Revenue (c) $640,137 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516 $853,516

Total Revenues $1,335,399 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533

Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800 $1,527,800

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization (EBITA)

EBITA ($192,401) $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733

Total Costs

Debt Expense (d) $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733 $252,733

Total Costs $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533 $1,780,533

Net Income

Net Income (e ) ($445,133) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes: Maximum Estimated Loan Amount

(a) TCM facility assumed to operate of 75% of stabilized operations during first operating year.
(b) TCM facility expected to reach steady-state operations by second operating year.
(c) Primarily additional fees for membership dues, instruction and program use.
(d) TCM is expected not to incur any tax expenses. No depreciation costs assigned to TCM operations.
(e) All net revenue earnings applied to debt expense for loan repayment. Consequently, net income for stabilized operations will
be zero.

(1) Tax-Free Bond - 20 years @ 3% $3,024,283

(2) Commercial Loan - 20 years @ 5% $2,553,025


